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Editorial 

Past Editors of the Journal have created one of the finest specialist 
philatelic society Journals in the world. 

It is my intention to maintain their standards, and I regard it as an 
honour and a privilege to be asked to do so. 

I take this opportunity of thanking past Editors for their help, and 
encouragement, which has made my job much easier. 

EDITORIAL POLICY 

The Editor does not intend to duplicate the work carried out by other 
specialist societies, except where information contained in those 
Journals is not generally available, or translated into English, or 
easily obtained. 

While undue specialisation of the Journal would be unwise because of 
the wide variety of interests of members of our Society, it is true 
to say that there are certain specialist areas where an expansion of 
published information is long overdue. These include Zemstvo Postal 
History, and the Postal History of the Russian Empire. Recent work 
by Rossica, and also in the Soviet Union, has made access to source 
material much easier, and the Editor intends, over the next few years, 
to publish in the Journal a 'Handbook of the Imperial Russian Post 
Office'. The first stage of this project appears in this Journal. 
Members' comments, criticism and assistance will be much appreciated. 

The creation of the 'Handbook' does not mean that other fields of 
interest will be neglected. As in the past, contributions of a special
ised nature on (almost) any topic will be welcom·ed by the Editor. Also, 
translations of the many specialised articles which have appeared in 
recent issues of Soviet philatelic journals will be greatly appreciated. 

JOURNAL PRODUCTION 

Our member Harry Turner has the unenviable task of producing the Journal 
from the material supplied from the Editor. Without his invaluable help 
and expertise, the production of our Journal would be far more difficult 
and expensive than it is. I therefore take this opportunity of formally 
thanking Mr Turner for the enormous amount of work put into the Journal. 

PRESENTATION Of RUSSIAN CHARACTERS 

As in the past, the 'Tchilinghirian and st~phen' convention is used and 
will be used in the future. Would all contributors please therefore adopt 
this system in the interests of standardisation. The Presentation Method 
is shown at the rear of the Journal, for the convenience of members. 

PERSONAL NOTE 

I ask members to plr,ase excuse any errors they may find in this Journal. 
I am still learning? 

R.L.J. 
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Handbook of the Imperial Russian Post Office 

FOREWORD AND INDEX 

The study of Imperial Russian Postal History in the past has been hindered by the 
lack of available information on the workings of the Imperial Russian Post Office. 
Recent events, notably the acquisition of the J.H.Reynolds Library by the British 
Society of Russian Philately, and the invaluable work done by Rossica in reprinting 
and microfilming a huge amount of material in the Library of Congress on Imperial 
Russian postal affairs, together with the increased amount of research in Russia on 
zemstvos, etc., have now msde it possible for BSRP to begin to produce a 'Handbook 
of the Imperial Russian Post Office' in English, 

The aim cf this publication, which will appear in this and subsequent issues of the 
Journal, will be to provide postal historians with the source material, to enable 
them to identify and explain postal markings on their covers, to describe accurately 
the postal rates and rules and regulations under which their covers were sent, and 
also, perhaps, to identify the routes along which they travelled, 

for convenience, the Handbook will be divided into ten sections: 

section 1 

Section 2 

Section 3 

section 4 

Section s 
Section 6 

Section 7 

Section 8 

Section 9 

Section 10 

Postal Rates, Rules and Regulations, 

Circulars of the Post & Telegraµh Department of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. 

Postal Treaties, 

Post Office Lists. 

!'laps. 

Postal Handbooks (which are lists of post office routings), 

Postal Information in Post Office Lists. 

Zemstvo Rates, Routes, Rules & Regulations, and !'laps, 

Notes and News from Imperial Russian Periodicals, 

foreign Exchange Rates. 

The first stage of production will be an index of the contents of each Section. 
The order of the list is: 

Column 1 2 3 4 5 

Year Title of Availability of Original Language Availability of 
Document Document or of Document Translation in 

& Source Photostat in if not in English the Library 
the Library 

Abbreviations used: 

Column 3 
Column 4 
Column S 

(L) = document or photostat copy available in BSRP Library. 
Language R = Russian G = German f = French 
(T) = translation into English is available, and will form part of the 

Handbook. 

The next stage will be to reproduce and translate if necessary, and appropriate, the 
information listed. It is obviously impracticable to reproduce in the Journal the 
Post Office lists (Section 4) or Postal Handbooks (Section 6). 

It is clear from the listings that a large part of the information is in Russian or 
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German, which needs to be translated. The completion of the Handbook (if it could 
ever be said to be complete) depends on the help given by members fluent in Russian 
and/or German. 

The Editor would, therefore, be moat obliged if members would offer their services 
as translators. A full literal translation would be most helpful, which could then 
be converted into modern English, and edited as required. Also, if members know of 
information not listed but which, in their opinion, would be of use, would they 
please notify the Editor. 

SECTION 1 POSTAL RATES ANO REGULATIONS 

Year 

1830 

1843 

1861 

1866 

1879 

Language 

G 

G 

G 

G 

Source T = Translation available 

Philatelia Baltica 

Philatelia Baltica No. 60 March 1975 

Balticum-Sammler 1/1971 

Balticum-Sammler 3/1966 

1902 - 1904 

G 

English 

Philatelia Baltica No. 61 Qec 1975 

BJRP 

SECTION 2 OffICIAL NOTICES (In Russian) 

Year 

1896 

1897 

1899 

1900 

1901 

Day/Month 

October 

15 November 

January 

15 January 

Type 

C 

p 

Topic 

Re Zemstvos 

Number of stamps and postal 
stationery sold in 1894 

Postal Regulations on Money 
Orders 

Re COD Service 

COD Service 

P Re Postal Services on 
Passenger Trains 

August p 

C 

September D 

D 

October 

31 January 

C 

p 

15 February D 

28 February P 

15 March P 

31 March P 

1 May p 

15 April p 

New Volost Pravlenie Post 
Offices 

foreign Wrappers 

Money Packets 

Re Money Packets to Germany 

? New Stantsias 

Re Insured Packets to Egypt 

Parcel Poet Ratee 

Re Printed Papers 

Extension of COD Delivery 

New Post Offices 

Money Order Service to 
United States of America 

Extension of services at 
Staraya Bukhara 
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Source 

M 

M 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

UP 

Translated 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 
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Abbreviations used: 

C := Circular from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Department of Poets. 
P = from the Central Department of Posts and Telegraphs. 
D = Directive from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Department of Posts. 

Source: PI is PIARKI Kiev UP is UNIVERSAL POSTS St. Petersburg 

SECTION 3 POSTAL TREATIES 

1851 Treaty between Russia and Pruesia (L) Photos tat G 

1865 Treaty between Russia and Prussia (L) Photos tat G & 

1872 Treaty between Russia and Prussia (L) Photos tat G & 

SECTION 4 PIAPS, LISTS or ROADS & TRACKS, LISTS or RAILWAY ROUTES 

MAPS 

R 

R 

1875 Map of the Imperial Border of Russia with China and the routes from it into 
the interior of the Chinese Empire. 
Taken from Col. Venukoff's Plap of 1872) (L) E 

1875 Map of Turkistan (sic) and Adjacent Territory showing Russian boundaries, 
as given by Lt-Col. Lusilin of the Russian Army. (L) 

1914 Post & Telegraph Plap of Siberia. (L) 

1918 Naval Intelligence Handbook of Siberia & Arctic Russia. 

SECTION 5 POST OffICE LISTS (SPISOK) & POSTAL .STATISTICS 

1875 SPISOK (L) Photos tat R 

1881 II (L) Photos tat R 

1893 II (L) Negative Microfilm R 

1913 II R 

1916 n (L} Positive Microfilm, Negative Plicrofilm & Photoetat R 

1877 Postal Statistics (L) Negative l'licrofilm R 

1878 Postal Statistics (L) Negative l'licrofilm R 

SECTION 6 POSTAL HANDBOOKS (Lists of Post Routes) 

1767 (L) Photos tat G 

1805 {L) Photos tat G 

1824. Postal Guide R (Microfilm) 

1836 Moscow Residents• Postal Guide R {Xerox) 

1875 Postal Guide R (l'licrofilm) 

1897 Postal Guide R 

1911 Postel Guide (L) Positive Microfilm, Negative Microfilm 
and Xerox (first 100 pages) R 

1915 Postel Guide R 

SECTION 7 POSTAL INfORl'IATION IN POST OffICE LISTS 

"l'lethods of Despatching Pleil" Translated by ROSSICA 76 
ex 1916 Postal Guide Kurt Adler pages 63-66 E 
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SECTION 8 ZEl'ISTVO RATES, ROUTES, RULES & REGULATIONS, & l'IAPS 

"On the History of the Zemstvo Post: Zemstvo Post of Tula Uezd" 
Author - D. Kutznetsov. Publication:SOVIET COLLECTOR 17/1979, pp 62-69. 
Contents include map of Tula Uezd, showing march routes. R 

"Irbit Ze■atvo Post" 
Author - M.l'linskii. Publication:SOVIET COLLECTOR 19/1981, pp 48-63. 
contents: Highly specialised listing, showing routes, rates and details of 
stamps, and map of Zemstvo Post 1Trakts 1 of Irbit uezd. R 

"Postal Runs of 8ogorodsk and 8uzuluk, and Post Timetable of Borovitchy" 
ex Sch■idt & Faberge 1908-1914 Translated by ROSSICA 69 
Includes Postal Regulations. C.P. Bulak pp 30-34 E 

SECTION 9 NOTES AND NEWS FROM IMPERIAL RUSSIAN PERIODICALS 

1899 19 February ex MARKI Home Chronicle 
1) Registration labels. 
2) Stamped envelopes with advertisements. 

R (T) 
R (T) 

SECTION 10 FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES 

? 1866 Ex 'Beltikum-Semmler' No.3/104, 1 June 1966, page 8. 
"Comparison of Russian Silver Coins with other European money." 

1849-1875 "foreign Currencies with approximate US equivalents" 
Author - Charles J. Starnes. Ex 'Chronicle of US Classic Issues•, 

· February 1980. (Excluding Russia). 

19th Cent. "European Currency Relationships in the 19th Century" 
Author - Werner K. Elias 

SECTION 2: TRANSLATIONS OF OFFICIAL NOTICES 

Foreword and acknowledgement of translations 
Included in the 'John H. Reynolds' Library are a number of Russian Philatelic 
Journals published between 1896 and 1901. They include a number of Official Notices 
issued by the Posts and Telegraphs Department, some of which were listed in the 
'Librarian's Notes• in 1982, members being asked to offer their services as trans
lators of this material from Russian to English. 

The results have begun to arrive. 

Via our member, Mr. R.Hindley, translations of some of the articles have been made 
by postgraduates attending the Postgrad. Translators• Course in the Bradford Uni
versity School of r.odern Languages. The Society's thanks are due to the translators 
Messrs. R,W. Pollock (Russian Head of Section), P,Litherland, P.McCarey, P.Murphy, 
T. Sch111arz,. P.Smith, D.Whitlam, and Anna Salamono111icz. 

CIRCULARS FROM THE CHIEF DIRECTORATE Of POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS 

1897 February ex UNIVERSAL POST Carriage of Mail on Passenger Trains. 

"In order to speed up postal intercourse, besides the daily despatch of all kinds 
of correspondence by Postal Railway Trains, it is to be established that registered 
and ordinary correspondence is to be sent by Passenger Trains (1), namely: 

On the EKATERININSKOI RAILWAY 
WITH (via) TRAIN (Poezd) No.4 

from YASINOVATOI and YUZOVKI to POSTAL WAGON No. 52 (ROSTOV-VORONEZH) 
VIA TRAIN No.7 

from OEBALTSEVA and from POSTAL WAGON No.31 (KRAMATORSKAYA-OEBALTSEUO) 
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and POSTAL WAGON No.32 (LUGANSK-OEBALTSEVO) to YASINOVATUYU, YUZOVKU and MARIUPOL. 
VIA TRAIN No.8 

a) from PIARIUPOL, YASINOVATNOI and YUZOVKI to DEBALTSEBO and to POSTAL WAGON Noe. 
31 (DEBALTSEBD-LUGANSK) and 32 (DEBALTSEVO--KRAMATORSKAYA) 

b) from POSTAL WAGON No.51 (VORONEZH-ROSTOV) to YASINOVATUYU, YUZOVKU and PIARIUPOL, 
and 

c) from MARIUPOL to POSTAL WAGON No.52 (ROSTOV-VORONEZH) 

On the SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY: SECTION KIEV-ODESSA 
Via POEZD No.1 

from fASTOVA to ZHITOMIR 
Via POEZO No.5 

from KIEV to ZHITOMIR 
Via TRAIN No.6 

a) from ODESSA to KREMENCHUG, ROMNI, POLTAVA, KHARKOV and to POSTAL WAGON Nos. 19 
(KHARKOV-ROSTOV), 59 (KHARKOV-SEVASTOPOL) and 68 (ZNAMENKA-fASTOV), and 

b) from V
0

INNITSA to ZHITOMIR. 
Via TRAIN No. 8 

from ODESSA and ZHMERINKA to ZHITOMIR 

on the SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY: SECTION RAZDIELNAYA-UNGENI 
Via TRAIN No.2 

from KISHINEV and BENDER to ZHITOMIR 

On RIAZAN-IJRALSK RAILWAY 
Via TRAIN No.1 

from POSTAL WAGON No.152 (URALSK-POKROVSKAYA) to POSTAL WAGON Noa. 39 (ST.PETERS
BURG-REVEL), 3 (ST. PETERSBURG-OVINSK), to REVEL, YURIEV, VALK, VENDEN, PERNOV and 
fELLIN. 

Via TRAIN No.2 
from POSTAL WAGON No.14 (VORONEZH-l<OZLOV) to POSTAL WAGON No.151 (POKROVSKAYA
URALSK) 

On MOSCOIII-KURSK RAILWAY 
Via TRAIN No.5 

a) from POSTAL WAGON No.61 (RIAZHSK-TULA) to POSTAL WAGON No.35 (OREL-GRIAZI) 
b} from POSTAL WAGON Nos.12 (NIZHNI-NOVGOROD-MOSKVA) and 61 (RIAZHSK-TULA) to 

CHUGUEV, KUPIANSK, and to POSTAL WAGON No.161 {KUPIANSK-POPASNAYA)." 

rnor1 THE CENTRAL DEPARTl'iENT Of POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS 

1899 31 March ex~ 

"KRASNOVSK(OI) HORSE POST STATION, KARGOPOL UEZD, OLONETS GUBERNIYA is open for 
despatch and receipt of ordinary correspondence and(?} payment of Postal Accounts. 

A postal branch office is opened in the village of STAROKAZATSE, 8ESSARABIA GU8ER
NIYA, AKKERMAN UEZD, located 24 versts to the north of BAIRAMCHI. Money Orders 
addressed to the aforesaid establishment should be directed to AKKERMAN. 

A temporary Telegraph branch office is open at KRASNAYA GORA, ST. PETER58URG GUBER
NIYA. 

DISCONTINUED is the despatch and receipt of ordinary correspondence and (literally) 
the sale of notes of Postal Payments at TEMIASHEVSKO VOLOST PRAVLENIE, LUKOYANOVSK 
UEZD, NIZHNEGOROO GUBERNIYA. 

(Editor's notes Ooes the 'Sale of notes of Postal Payments• mean the sale of 
Postage Stamps?). 

DIRECTIVE Of THE MINISTRY Of INTERNAL AffAIRS, DEPARTMENT Of POSTS 

ex PIARKI VI/3, 16 febrll'Bry 1899 

1899 19 January 
The following regulations are prescribed with a view to simplifying the conditions 
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for sanding parcels and packages containing money, and for lowering ths parcel 
weight tariff. 
1. Regarding the payment of charges by weight, parcels and packages containing 

money are divided into THREE CATEGORIES. Parcels and packages weighing up to 
two pounds are in the first category; parcels and packages weighing between 
2 and 7 pounds inclusive are in the second, and in the third are those that 
weigh more than 7 pounds. 

2. Parcels and packages that are in the first two categories are considered 
lightweight; the same tariff is levied in each category, irrespective of the 
exact weight of the parcel. This amount is not calculated on the basis of the 
distance the parcel is sent, as is the case now, but is worked on the basis of 
three zones which are now being established - 1) European Russia and Trana
Caucaaia, 2)Western Siberia and the Turkestan territory (with the Transcaspian 
region) and 3) Eastern Siberia.* 

3. The following tariffs are established for postal weight duty when sending light
weight parcels and packages, irrespective of whether they cross all three zones 
or merely travel from one to another: 

IN IN IN BETWEEN ACROSS 
FIRST SECOND THIRD NEIGHBOURING ONE 
ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONES ZONE 

For lightweight parcels 
and packages in 1st category 20K 30K 40K 40K 60K 
(up to 2 pounds) 

Ditto in the 2nd category 40K 60K BOK BOK 1R 20K 
(2 to 7 pounds) 

4. for parcels and packages coming under the third category (over 7 pounds in weight) 
postal rates are fixed on the following basis: 
- for the first 7 pounds the same rate applies as for the above-mentioned zone 
tariff. 
- For Bach pound over and above this weight the following sums are payable: 
a) 5 Kopecks - for deliveries made within the same province or region of European 

Russia and within the same district of Eastern Siberia; 
b) 10 Kopecks - for deliveries made within ths same province or region of Western 

Siberia and the Turkestan Area (including the Transcaspian Region); 
c) for deliveries from one province or region to another or from one East Siberian 

district to another the rate is fixed according to distance: 

Up to 500 verst SK 
Between 500 and 1000 " ... 10K 

" 1000 II 2000 " 20K (Note: 1 verst = 3500 feat 
" 2000 II 3000 " ... 25K or 0.6629 miles) 
" 3000 II 4000 II 30K 

Above 4000 II 35K 

Note 1. Distance is calculated, as at present, from the provincial, regional or 
district (in Eastern Siberia) town where the parcel or package was posted to the 
town of destination. 

tJote 2. For parcels and packages posted in the northern districts of the 
Primorye flegion - Petropavlovsk, Anadir, OKhotsk, Gizhiginsk Districts and 
Bering Island - a uniform rate of 5 Kopecks is fixed, as at present, for every 
pound and fraction of a pound for deliveries between these districts and to other 
districts in this Region. The same sum is payable for parcels and packages posted 
between Sakhalin Island and the Primorye Hegion. 

s. The charges for insurance and certification of the receipt of parcels and pack-
ages remain the same. 

The foregoing decrees come into force on 1st ~ay, while in Eastern Siberia this only 
concerns the postage for packages containing money. 

As for parcels sent within Eastern Siberia or sent there from other districts of 

------ --- ··-·------
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Russia and back, until s~ecial arrangements are made, such parcels remain subject to 
the present weight scale according to the exact weight of each parcel measured in 
pounds, but at a reduced rate shown above in Para. 4, a and c. Moreover the minimum 
charge for sending such parcels will be fixed, as it is at present, at 20 Kopecks 
per parcel. 

By introducing the above-mentioned new weight-scale for postage of parcels and 
packages, the following postal decrees are revoked: 
a) 24th August 1894 (No. 188 of 'Government Bulletin') concerning the reduced weight 
-tariff for parcels sent on ships belonging to the Volunteer fleet from European 
Russia to the Primorye and Amur regions and back; 
b) 17th December 1897 (No.275 of 'Government Bulletin•) only with regard to payment 
by weight for sending packages containing coin; 
c) 8th January 1898 (No.7 of 'Government Bulletin') only with regard to the pey■ent 
of weight-charges for parcels sent further than 4000 versts, and also within one 
province or region of Eastern Siberia. 

* £astern Siberia= Yanisaisk and Irkutsk provinces, and Yakutsk, A111Ur, Transbaikal 
and Primorya (with Sakhalin island) regions. 

+ Could be "weight-charges" or "weight-tariffs". 

ex MARKI IV/2, 31 January 1899 

fROM TH£ MAIN POSTAL AND TELEGRAPH ADMINISTRATION. 

According to information given by the Egyptian Postal Administration, the sanding of 
money in sums of over 1,125 Roubles par parcel or package has bean prohibited for 
small parcels with a declaration of value and small packages, bound for Egypt. 

ex MARKI lV/4, 28 fabruary 1899 

fROM THE MAIN POSTAL AND TELEGRAPH ADf~INISTRATIDN. 

According to postal resolutions currently in force, printed matter and business 
papers may be .sent by post at a reduced rate as printed papers in the prescribed 
manner, only on condition that they have bean put into a wrapper, an unsealad 
envelope, or packaged in some suitable manner, but always so that the contents can 
be easily removed for inspection, the envelope remaining intact. However, post boxes 
are often found to contain visiting cards, printed matter and also business papers 
inside sealed envelopes with the corners cut and paid at the lower rate, intended 
for printed papers. 

Mail such as this, as it does not satisfy the requirements for printed paper in the 
way it is packaged, ought not to be sent either within the Empire or abroad. 

ex MARKI IV/5, 15 March 1899 

fROM THE CENTRAL POST AND TELEGRAPH OfflCE. 

As from 15th April of this year those in the Klintsy trading quarter of Chsrnigov 
province who so wish can have mail containing money or valuables delivered to their 
homes. The value of the packages is not to exceed 50 roubles, with the exception of 
cash on delivery articles and special deliveries. 

ex MARKI v/40/1, 1 May 1900 

fROM THE CENTRAL DIRECTORATE Of POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS. 

Under a recent agreement with the Postal Directorate of the USA, from 19 r:arch 
(1 April) of this year, ~oney may be sent by postal order from Russia to the USA and 
vice verse. 

The aforementioned operation will take place according to existing rules on transfer
ring money within the Empire, through offices of the Post and Telegraph Department, 
with the exceptions and additions set out below: 
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1. All post offices, and post and telegraph offices in Russia, with the exception of 
Finland, will accept money for posting only to those places in the USA set out in a 
special list available from post offices. 
2. Money may not be sent by telegraph. 
3. The highest sum of each transaction is fixed at 100 dollars, equivalent to 194 
roubles 33 ~opecks. Money must be presented by the customer in Russian currency -
roubles and kopecks; fractions of kopecks are not accepted. 
4. The exact rate of exchange of roubles and kopecks to dollars and cents and vice 
verse is shown in a table sent to post offices. 
s. A commission of 20 kopecks for each 20 roubles or part thereof will be charged 
for each transaction, thus: 

over 20R but 
n 40R n 
n 60R n 

" BOR " 
n 100R 11 

n 120R 11 

" 140R " 
" 160R 11 

n 180R " 

Up to 
below 

" 
" 
" n 
n 

" 
II 

" 

20R 
40R 
60R 
BOR 

100R 
120R 
140R 
160R 
1BOR 
194R33K ... 

20K 
40K 
60K 
BOK 

1R -
1R20K 
1R40K 
1R60K 
1RBOK 
2R -

6. rioney is sent by means of special forms, which are issued free to senders by 
post offices. 
7. The commission on money sent by post (paragraph 5) is payable, in postage stamps 
to the appropriate value, when the money is handed in for posting. The stamps must 
be affixed to the front of the postal order form by the sender. 
B. The full name of the recipient, the town of destination, the recipient's full 
address end the name of the county and state should be written on the form both in 
Russian and in the foreign language (in Latin script). It is possible to hand in an 
order giving only the recipient's surname, without his forename, but in this case 
the title should be added: rionsieur, Madame, Mademoiselle, or Mister, Mistres (sic), 
l'iiss. 
9. No message should be written on order forms. 
10. Until a transfer order sent to a destination in the United States is paid out 
to the recipient, the sender is entitled a) to alter the address of the order {the 
recipient's name or the destination) orb) to request that the money be refunded. 
An application for a change of address or for a refund should indicate in Russian 
and in the foreign language (in Latin script) the name of the recipient and the 
exact address of the order (paragraph B).In the case of a change of address, it 
should also show the name of the new recipient and the new destination (town, 
county, state) in Russian and in the foreign language (in Latin script). Such appli
cations are allowed only for a period of one year from the date on which the order 
is handed in for posting. 
11. If a postal order addressed to the United States of America is lost in the post, 
the sender retains the right to receive a refund or to send a duplicate order for a 
period of one year from the date on which the order is handed in for posting. 

SECTION 9: NOTES & NEWS FROM IMPERIAL RUSSIAN PERIODICALS 

ex MARKI IV/3, 19 February 1899 

HOME CHRONICLE I 

- As from 1 January 1899 small printed labels will be affixed to registered corres
pondence, stating the name and number of the post office, the address being entered 
underneath. for example: 

K I E V 
Teleg. office 

786 

K I E V 
Post office 

611 

G E R M A N O V K A 

100 

A similar system has for some time been in operation abroad. 
--------- -------·-·---·----· -· --· ----- ------· ···----· -·-----------------
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HOME CHRONICLE II 

- When they were first issued, stamped charitable envelopes with inscriptions had a 
7 kopeck stamp printed on them, 'similar to the existing 7 kopeck stamp; the new issue 
of these envelopes has a stamp similar to those on Imperial franked envelopes, on 
sealed and unsealed letters. Hence, although charitable envelopes have been with us 
for only a short time, we already have two varieties of them. 

* * * * * * 
An apparently unrecorded forgery of the 
3.50 rouble value of 1902 
OR. EDWARD KOSSOY 

Several types of postal forgeries of the 3.50 rouble stamps of 1889 and 1902 are 
known to exist, and have been recorded by several sources, for exa■ple Chuchin and 
Lobachevsky (Soviet Collector No.15/1977). 

It now appears that a further, unrecorded, type exiata (fig.1). 

fig.1 

◄ 11 . 5 

forgery Genuine 

Distinguishing marks of the forgery are: 

1. Ons side perforated 11½ 
2. I ■perial Eagle in the centre not embossed. 
3. Poathorns and· thunderbolts of the forgery are larger than those of the original. 
4. The pearls around the centre of the original appear as dots in the forgery. 
5. The lettering and interior ornaments in the corners show differences from those 

of the genuine stamps. 
6. On the left-hand side of the forgery, there is a vertical grey-greenish line, 

one millimetre from the outer frame. 

The forgery is printed on the same paper, watermarked and vertically laid, as 
genuine stamp. 

The genuine stamps were printed in panes of 25 (5x5) on sheets of paper measuring 
245 x 305mm; the size of each stamp was 28 x 32••• 

The printed end perforated pane of 25 covered en area of 140mm x 160mm from perfora
tion to perforation, which left blank margins of 72.5mm vertically and 52.5■m 
horizontally. The perforations extended all the way across the sheet vertically and 
horizontally. As a result, each margin included stamp-sized stripe of genuine water-
111Brked vertically laid paper already perforated with the genuine perforator at top 
and bottom, or on the left and right hand sides, on which forgeries could be printed. 

In effect, up to 38 additional stamps could be printed on each sheet of paper, of 
which 25 only needed one side perforated, as the genuine perforations extended on 
three sides. (Sae Editor's note). 
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The forgery is cancelled with a WARSAW cancellation, clearly dated 10.XI.07, which 
indicates that the stamp is a postal forgery, assuming, of course, that the cancel
lation is genuine, which it appears to be. 

Postal forgeries previously described appear to differ from the new type. It there
fore appears that a new postal forgery, which is rare, has been discovered. 

* * * * 
Editor's note; The theoretical vertical margin is 72.5mm, which allows apace, 
vertically, for two stamps to be printed thereon. Illustrations of sheet margins, 
however, do not indicate such a large margin. It is possible that only one row 
could be printed at top, or bottom, which would reduce the number of forgeries per 
sheet from 38 to 33. 

* * * * * 
Finnish Ship Postmarks 
R. P. KNIGHTON 

Cancellations applied to finnish ship mail, either on board ship, or on arrival at 
port, are of several types, the best known of which are the 'ship pictures•. The 
distinguishing features of the various types are as follows. 

Type 1 

Applied on board ship on the Helsinki-Turku route (in Swedish, Helsingfors-Abo), 
between 1892 and 1910, and usually found before 1900. 

Design; The outline of a ship with smoke-stack (but no smoke), masts and rigging, 
and resting on the sea. In fig. 1 the letter from Helsinki was sent to Switzerland. 
There are no transit marks but the cover is backstampad Helsinki 4.8.1897 1 and 
Krians 7.8.1897. It is recorded that forgeries exist in rad and green, but I have 
never seen any. 

Type 2 

Turku ship strike of the 1894-1908 period; usually found on mail sent fro■ Turku to 
Stockholm. As many boats on this route called at l"!ariehamn, postcards with the 
sender's address in the Aland Islands are frequently to be found with this mark. 

Design: Another outline of a ship but enclosed within an oval frame. The ship has a 
long bowsprit, much rigging, and smoke coming from the funnel• On the side of the 
ship is the word ABO. Balow the ship are wavy lines representing the sea, but most 
examples are heavily struck and often smudged so that the waves become a solid black 
area, the word ABO is lost, and the tiny blank spots on the encircling oval become 
a continuous black line. 
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fig.1 Letter fro~ Helsinki to Switzerland - type 1 cancellation. 

AK T Hrna LAG, fl E L.1>1 NG FOR~-

. a · 

Type 3 

?05TI •PO ST. 

According to one Finnish handbook, this type of ship strike was used in ships from 
Helsinki, from 1890 onwards. My examples on postcards are dated between 1913 and 
1933, and on loose stamps issued between 1900 and 1917. 

Design: This type shows a ship rather like type 1, but the strike is different 
because of the words P0STI*P0ST found underneath the ship. The two masts each have 
a flag flying towards the stern. In some of the later strikes the length is approx. 
16mm; the earlier ones are 18 to 20mm. 

Type 4 

Savonlinna is a pleasant old town in eastern rinland from which the boats go to 
Lappeenranta, further south, and to Joensuu, in the north of the Saima lake system. 
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Type 4 was used on boats in these waters and it is the only ship-picture strike to 
have been used on a lake steamer. Differing opinions put the commencement of use as 
1890 and 1897. 

Design: The square flag at the stern and the billowing clouds of smoke easily dis
tinguish this type, which is more uncommon than those listed above. 

Type S (not illustrated) 

This strike of a ship is 30mm in length - longer than any other. The body is very 
low in the water, and the base of the strike shows the waves reaching 3 or 4111111 
longer than the ship at both ends. It was struck with a rubber handstamp in violet 
and in black. It is probably the earliest of ship-picture strikes, dating from 1867 
to 1894, and is the rarest of these strikes. 

In addition to these types 1 to 5 being used on Finnish stamps, I have examples of 
types 1 and 2 used on Swedish stamps, and type 3 on German stamps. 

In the late 1920s and early 130s, a new ship picture strike came into use, usually 
at Mariehamn, Aland Iles, larger and more flamboyant than the earlier strikes. Some 
were used on the Saarinen issues of Finland in violet, and the prices asked by 
dealers at that time depended on what stamp had the strike. Blocks of four Swedish 
2 ore stamps (light orange in colour) usually had this strike in violet or black, 
one strike cancelling the four stamps. This was followed by another, somewhat 
similar, again cancelling Swedish or Finnish stamps with Laivalla Ruotsista, Med 
bat fran Sverige, in two lines under the boat. Of course, these are cancelled to 
order for collectors. (~ot illustrated). 

Another ship's postmark in which the silhouette of a ship appears is the circular 
date stamp of the period 1912-1921. It consists of a double circle with the wording 
TURKU h.ulk * Aao a utr, and the equivalent in Russian below. The date is in the 
centre, crossed poethorns below and a ship, going to the left, is in the upper seg
ment. The abbreviation h.ulk = h8yrylaiva ulkomaat, and a utr = angbot utrikes, 
in Finnish and Swedish respectively, "By steamship from abroad". (fig. 2) 

Fig.2 

Ship pictures ware not the first form of marking of ship mail; the strikes began 
about 1875 with the first mail service from Hanko to Stockholm. Just the name of 
the ship was used to cancel the stamp. Leimu was the first, followed a few years 
later by Aino and Ilma. The simplest form was the name in capitals; 11Alli 11 was 
always in inverted commas, the first being at the lower level. from 1889 such word
ings as Iisalmen H8yryvenehe Osak~yht6 Ilma. (Iisalmi Steamboat Ltd, Ilma) are found 
and also in Swedish ••• AngbAts Aktie-Bolag ( ••• Steamship Co Ltd). (Figs.3 & 4). 

fig. 3 AINO 
fig. 4 
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From about 1917, when Finland became a republic, the strikes were often s/s Express: 
s/s PerBrahe: or HL Suomi. Over the years the earlier ships were replaced, and often 
the ship's canceller too, some of the popular names being repeated several times in 
different forms. Towards the end of the 19th century SKEPPSBREV (ship's letter) was 
used ( fig. 5). 

fig. 5 Skeppsbrev 
The cancellations applied at finnish ports on mail as it arrived included FRAN 
UTLANDET and ULKOMAALTA in large lettering. These strikes are nearly always on mail 
from Sweden and applied to Swedish stamps ( fig . 6). The markings mean 'from Abroad'. 
Other markings include Laivakirje/Paquebot end date from the 1890s ( figs. 7 & B). 

' 
rig.7 "-. 
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Fig.a 

• /r, c. , i/D • a. c r i!. Co. , 

A 'b o 

Vieitors to Finland should not miss the extensive collection of Finnish Ship Post
marks owned by the Post and Telegraph l'luseum in Helsinki. This collection which 
includes many rarities, is periodically on exhibition, and has also been shown at 
Tampere Head Post Office. 

* * * * * 
Pribaikal Surcharges of 1921 
G.S. l'IISKIN 

I recently acquired a. re9istered postcard sent from Chita to Chelyabinsk, being a 
special issue of the local soviet valid for the Amur Region around Lake Baikal (see 
figs. 1 & 2). 

It is a 3 Kop postal stationery card with additional adhesives SR and 1R unwater
marked 1909-21 period, plus 70 Kop, sword cutting chain - total 6R73K. All have a 
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four line overprint •vremennaya Zemskaya Vlast Pribaikal'ya• (Provisional Rural 
Authority of Pribaikal) within the frame of a shield with a smaller boxed scene of 
a sunrise, plough and field. 

The st8111ps are cancelled CHITA 7.11.21 and the card bears a violet handstamp 1 2 
Chitaskaya No' with either 25 or 56 in manuscript. There is also a Chelyabinsk c.d.s. 
21.11.21, and the card is addressed to N. Muranov, Chelyabinsk. 

The message on the back has been crossed out, but is capable of translation end reads: 

"Dear Nikolaj 

I have already sent you one postcard today - what's the matter with you? 
Why don't you write? How's your wife? Pleass write - send a registered 
letter back in reply or (literally) the address will be forgotten. 
(Grammatically either Nikolaj or Mikhajl r.ould do the forgetting) 

- f-iikhajl" 

Having read the article 'Pribaikal overprints - fact or fantasy• by George v. Shali
moff in Yamschik April 1979, I would make the following observations. 

Mr Shalirnoff studied an accumulation of approximately 400 of these times and notes 
that they were all cancelled at Verkholensk during November 1921. He makes reference 
to one other (postcard) cancelled at Selenginsk. My card is cancelled at Chita. 

from Mr. Shalimoff 1s study, all his examples are backstarnped Chita 23.11.21. ~y card 
is stamped Chelyabinsk. 

Mr. Shalimoff makes reference to correspondence to Zhigalovo from Muranov. My card 
is to Nikolaj Muranov from Mikhajl. The writing on the face of my card is so similar 
as to be identical with the item illustrated; in addition 1'1r Shalirnoff refers to 
another card with identical handwriting. 

Two conclusions are, therefore, possible. 

Either {a) the correspondence is 0enuine and my card i s the only example of return 
correspondence from Chita, 

or {b) between Mr. Shalirnoff and myself we have transposed recipients and dates, 
which confirms his suspicions that the correspondence and the overprints 
are false. 

* * * * * 
The Volga Famine Relief issue of 1921, 
River Volga scene 
HILARY N0RIII000 

There exist at least two forgeries of these stamps. The first, which has been known 
for a long time, is printed by typography whilst the genuine stamps are lithograph
ed. This forgery is recognised at once by its coarser detail in the design, in 
particular: 

1) the rays of light resemble falling rain, whilst in the genuine they are fine 
and even; 
2) the buildings on the far side are difficult to distinguish, some impossibly so; 
3) the ears of corn in the upper part of the design are unclear; 
4) .the horizontal bar in the first letter of the bottom line of inscription has a 
small break on the left ( II= Cyrillic 'P'). 

In addition the forgery is 54.2mm long against the 55.4mm of the genuine. 
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Another, and more dangerous, forgery has been in circulation in some quantity in 
recent years, and has bean offered for sale in London, in all good faith, as genuine. 

In this forgery the design is clear and sharp and the whole stamp hes a very fresh 
appearance. In that lies its danger. It exists in all the three colours - red, brown 
and green - and in each case the colour is brighter than in the originals. This 
bright, clear appearance is a warning. Since the genuine stamps were printed on the 
edges of sheets of the agriculture and industry series (SG types 48 and 49}, the 
colours and the paper may be compared with the common stamps of this series on medium 
papers; these papers are of various thicknesses and textures, several of which may be 
found in the Volga famine Relief stamps. The forgeries seem all to be on a paper with 
a softer texture than any the writer has found in the genuine stamps or in the more 
numerous stamps of the Agriculture and Industry series. In addition the gum on the 
forgeries is less smooth that that on the genuine. 

If the stamps are found in blocks or even in vertical pairs, the forgeries are much 
easier to detect. The stamps were printed in sheets of eight, arranged: 

·VJ· 

--
----.. 

-~ . . . . 

- . . 

and in the genuine stamps there are several points of difference between the stamps 
in the upper row and those in the lower, notably that the chimney in the middle house 
of the three on the far bank is uncoloured in the upper stamp and filled with colour 
in the lower, whilst in the forgeries the chimney is uncoloured on both stamps (il
lustrated in Gibbons catalogue Part 10). 

Upper sta111p Lower stamp 

In addition there is a small triangular mark at the bottom of the central gutter in 
genuine sheets and no mark on the sheets of the forgeries - and, incidentally, there 
is normally a small hole inside this triangle which suggests that the sheet was pinned 
at this position at some stage of the printing process. Lastly, the watermark which is 
sometimes found on the lower edge of genuine sheets does not exist at all on the forg
ed sheets. 

These last remarks almost certainly apply to the first forgery described above, but 
I hesitate to aesert this as I have only see single copies. 

There is one other forgery worth a mention. In the Handbook on Expertisation of Soviet 
Postage Stamps (~oscow, 1972}, it is stated that a forgery of the green stamp on 
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Block of four, middle portion of sheet. 

pelure paper is known, prepared by soaking in paraffin a copy printed on ordinary 
paper. 

* * * 
Notes from Members 

DOUBLE-CIRCLE CANCELLATIONS WITH DOTS INSTEAD Of BARS - NEW INfORl'IATION 

(from v. Marcilger) 

Professor a. Winterstein wrote about these cancellations in BJRP No.4B, pp 21-23. 
The significance of this particular type of cancellation was, at that time, not 
clear. Prof. Winterstein considered that these cancellations were used at special 
counters, possibly for use on money-orders or parcel cards, and that defacement of 
the high value stamps used on these counters may well have been one of the reasons 
for their introduction. 

Circular Number 75 of 16th October 1908, from the Central Administration of Posts 
and Telegraphs answers the questions raised by Prof. Winterstein's article. 

According to the Circular, in order to prevent the possible re-use of used stamps 
by removing the cancellations a canceller was introduced, for the cancellation of 
all mail received at the capital's Post Office and all large offices up to Class II, 
which had points to penetrate the stamps. 
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fig.1 

Existing cancellers could be used, to which points could be fitted above and below 
the designation of the day, month and year. In use these points would puncture the 
stamps and, at the same time, the puncture holes would be soaked with ink. 

These cancellers were used on open letters, address change cards and parcel cards. 
Thay were first · introduced in P1oscow. 

The position of the dots has, therefore, no practical significance, as no specific 
system of pin alignment was introduced. 

(Raference: "Imperial Postage Stamps of Russia issued 1889-1906" by v.v. Lobachevski, 
Soviet Collector No.15, 1977, in Russian. Translated into English by George v. 
Shalinoff in Rossica Nos. 96/97, 1979). 

EStONIAN FORERUNNERS: COMMENT ON, AND CORRECTION TO NOTE fROM DR. EDWARD KOSSOY 

(from Oleg A. faberge) 

Dr. Edward Kossey, in his note on page 27 of 8JRP No.60 has, in my opinion, drawn a 
wrong conclusion concerning the status of a railway station cancellation in my coll
ection. I feel, therefore, that I should make the following points. 

The original railway cancellation "Revel Gavan/Moizek.Vokz. a'' dated 28.5.14 is in 
my collection. It ties a 7 kop. stamp to a cover which has been sent to Dr. v. 
Sandelin, Hyvinge Sanatorium, in Finland. The tracing No.370 was made for the original 
article on this Estonian subject by Mr Vambola Hurt in "Eesti filatelist" in 1975, 
and there it was correctly allotted to the group of Railway Station marks. The cover 
is shown in fig.1. 
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fig.2 
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Should this, as Or Kassay claims, be a TPO cancell~tion it would not contain the 
abbreviation "VOKZ." which always indicates a RAILWAY STATION. To the best of my 
knowledge there are no oval TPO cancellations with terminus names but NO ROUTE 
NUMBERS and which include the word (or abbreviation) "VOKZAL"("VOKZ."). furthermore 
the -inscription should not have been in two portions: an upper one and a lower one, 
but should have been in one continuation from left to right in the upper portion 
between the ovals. 

Unfortunately, I do not know the local conditions in Reval at that time (1914), but 
in a Post Office List of 1911 there is included a post office referred to as "Reval
Harbour/Railway Station". This might have been a goods station called "l'loisekul 
Station". We know many railway stations with such an additional name, for example 
"a Petrograd/Balt.Vokz: a" (fig.2). Letters postmarked at such raill.Jay stations 111ere 
not necessarily intended to travel along a particular railway route - or even by 
railway at all. 

The fact that the route Reval-l'loisakul had its own oval TPO cancellations 239 and 
240, which according to postcards in my collection were in use at least between the 
years 1909 and 1918, also proves that the No. 370 cancellation of 1914 does not 
belong to this route. 

The best proof, however, that this is no TPO cancellation bet111een Raval and Moisekul 
is the letter itself, which had nothing whatsoever to do down the Moisekul route as 
it was addressed to Finland and thus travelled from Raval to St. Petersburg on the 
railway along the coast and further up to Finland. 

OBITUARIES, 8JRP No. 60, page 57. 

(from Oleg A. Faberge) 

It 111as not Prof. K.Berngard but l'lr Vladimir Vladimirovich Lobachevsky who was rasp 
onsible and should have the credit for his very detailed specialist listing of 
Imperial Russia - first postal stationery, than stamps. This later was translated 
into English and published, without asking for his permission. 
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'ST PETERSBOVRG' Handstamp: 1766-7 query 
OR A. KRASSOWSKY 

I have a letter, sent on 19 January 1767, with the handstamp 1ST. PETERSBOVRG' (see 
illustration). Does anyone know of, or own, a letter with this handstamp used before 
19 January 1767? 

(Editor's note: Or Alfred Wortman, in an article in 'Postscript' Vol.XXV No.2, April
June 1975, stated that this handstamp, with a 'V' instead of a 'U', was first used in 
1766. Three letters were known to him as written in 176g and none earlier. Unfortun
ately, Or Wortman did not indicate where these letters were1). 

Would members able to reply to this query, please write direct to Or Krassowsky, whose 
address is 34-35 76th Street, Apt. 5-G, Jackson Heights, New York 11372, u.s.A. 
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'Bez Plat' 1905: new information 

1) Or T. Rutkowska has very kindly provided some new information on the 'Bez Plat• 
charity free frank cover of 1905 {see article in BJRP 60, pp 32-34). 

The heading, according to Or Rutkowska, reads 'THE BALTIC SOCIETY FOR ENCOURAGEMENT 
Of THE MELIORATION (that is, IMPROVEMENT) OF MOORS/MARSHES'. 

Line two of the address should read: 
"Books should be sent via Station VEGGEVA, on the North-Western Railway". 
Line four of the address should read: 
"Town: Yuriev, Zamkovaya 1" (= Castle Street, not Lock Street). 
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2) It appears that the free franking privilege, created (or emended) by the Law of 
16 June 1905 did not only apply to letters, but also applied to parcels. 

In BJRP 54, December 1977, the illustrations to the article on 'Money Transfer and 
Other forms' by Dr R.J. Ceresa, included a free frank parcel card, although not used 
ea such. The illustration was figure 3 in the original article, end appears to read 
(in part)"••• 111ithout payment on the grounds of the Law of 16 June 1905". 
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Russia used Abroad: new discoveries 
A. SPEECKAERT 

SINKIANG: KULDJA 

I have recently acquired a postal stationery 3-kopeck postcard (1879 issue) with th■ 
cancellation of KULDJA, Tchilinghirisn and Stephen type 1, in black. 
This type had not been seen by Tchilinghirian and Stephen, end has not been recorded 
in the 'Used Abroad Chronicles•. The postcard is shown in fig.1; because the cancel
lation is in black, and·csn-cels a black 1stamp 1 , I have drawn the cancellation (fig.1a). 

l'IANCHURIA: POGRANICHNAYA CENSOR l'IARK 

Tchilinghirian and Stephen listed Censor Marks numbers 2 and 3. 

A. Pritt, in 'Used Abroad Chronicle', BJRP 39, showed number 1, but in a different 
type. I can now show number 1 in the Tchilinghirian and Stephen type, fig.2. 

rig.1a 
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f' i g.2 
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1903 Circular from the Chief Directorate 
of Posts and Telegraphs: 'On the Change 
of Type of Cancellations and Seals~ 

The Or A.H. Wortman Library contained photographs of Circular No.9 of 3 february 1903, 
sent to Or Wortman by Professor N. Luchnik in 1966. This circular was regarded by 
Professor Luchnik as highly important, because it gave not only the data of introduction 
of the double oval cancellations, but also explained the official classifications in 
use, and the meanings of the letters and numbers incorporated in cancellations. 

The circular has been summarised in Russian by v. Lobachavski in 'Soviet Collector' 
No.15 (1977), and this summary was translated into English by George v. Shalimoff in 
Rossica Noa. 96/97 (1979). 

Brief extracts from Mr Shalimoff 1s translation are as follows: 

1) The day, month and year were to be designated by numbers ·in the new cancels, placed 
in one line across the centre of the cancels. The year was to be designated only by 
the last two numerals. 

2) All cancels in use were to be replaced, as they wore out, by the new pattern cancels, 
either circular or oval. (Examples of the patterns to be used are shown in an 8-page 
supplement to the Circular). 

3)· Circular cancels, in two sizes, were designated for all Post Offices except on rail
ways and steB111ships. Railways and steamships were to use oval cancels. 

4) Each Post and Post/Telegraph Office should have cancels in two sizes; a large one 
for correspondence, a smaller one for stamping receipts. 

5) On the cancels of the st. Petersburg and Moscow Post Offices, a requirement was that 
the time at which the mail was received for delivery should be designated. This would 
only apply to other larye post offices of large cities if needed. 

6) In cities where there were several post offices, the Central Post Office used can
cels without a distinctive number, but the other offices and divisions could have the 
number of that office on the cancels, indicated in Arabic numerals. 

7) To distinguish the separate types of mail (Money; Parcels, Registered, Ordinary) 
and to organise control, cancels with different letters in alphabetical order were to 
be used, indicating the type of mail. (Some cancels were made with numbers instead of 
letters). 

As cancels became worn, the letters on the cancels were not to be changed on the re
placement. However, if a cancel was lost, a new one (letter) was to be adopted. 

* * * * 
Becaus• of the importance of this circular, which enables us to decipher the meaning 
of letters and numbers on post-1903 cancels, it is reproduced in full, together with 
the Supplement. 

It would be helpful if a literal translation of this circular could be made - would 
translators please offer their services? 

The illustrations include Insured Mail Seals for Postal Wagons and Steamships. Have 
any members seen examples of such mail 7 

Table 1 (overleaf) shows a key to the illustration headings. 
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TABLE 1 Key to the Supplement showing illustrations of Seals and Cancels. 

Heading 

1 - Pochtamt (Head Post Office) 
2 - City (Town) Establishments of the Capitals 
3 - Central Establishments 
4 - City (Tbwn) Establishments 
5 - Uezd (District or County} Towns and Boroughs 
6 - Railway end Ship Establishments 
7 - Telegraph Establishments 
B - Volost Pravlenie (Parish Councils) 
9 - Stations of Railways 
10 - Postal Wagons 
11 - Railway Postal Sections (or Departments) 
12 - Sections of Postal Wagons 
13 - Steamships (Parokhod) 

.: . • 11:.111-11 · • I ~. :_· ·-·\ I A ~ C ~ p I 

DO 'ITO B O·Tl1-Bf PA4» RLIB - >KY PHA/lb. 
OT.Il'l>JI'h 04>4> HUIAJI hH hi M 

B bi XO JI. 8 T 'h I ,KIRI ;I '!l .'Tb H 0. 

x,·1 
ro;~·L. 

1908 
llo.a,IICUII "'"I no1tt0KU•l1,Hrpa4tNaro MJPNUI n R T b py6., AOCIUU •• AO■lt ■It c.-nettp6Jpl"\ I Hpecwnaa 11 . 
.u,n. •\CT& ••n1pi ■ WCCTbAECATb 110n. nepecw•KI H rp&NlllJ AB A py6. n.1111.1r. •• 061t■ 1J1111l11: CIPl .. 1"1·· 8 py6. 
"i Ctp.lN ■ &lW-4 py6. -.. ctplM■&lbl-~ py6. ~ CTp&ll■llW-1 py6. RAHi H np■cwn••·~" Nlftl'tlTaNN~· 061t■UINII .IJUI 

,aacw.1•• no■ •J ■tp,u'b •ypu.n• 't 110n. c1t 11011 aaqaro 11H■M■p1. 01At..n1,•w•• 111 ■1pa■1 •JPNU-., •• 11pou11ca, 

flOl.ft ■ CaA npNMll ■i.lfCII 10111,110 NI ro.u», c~ 1 RNNDIII, '" raaaNO■lt )'npau••·· ftO'll .. I H/llrpaci-o, .. cno-.,a.,c ... JII., 7) 

C O 11. E P iK A H I E: 
Ca-t.,n"t.Hiff O JIH'IHOM'l, COCTBB"t.: llwcoq .. nuur, ll)IO,rn.11, "" 1palll.1n11,·•-011y .r.,.,, .. ,·,ui 

"1 1. I 1l 1q,:i.1 a I !tn:I 1. . .. \~ l 1. 
PacnopH>t<eHi ff no no11roao • TYerp&41>BOMY B'llAOMOTay: llnJ1K)' .1111•M 11. l 

lla ·m.,i,11111,a 1'.1n11Hn111 r11pae.1eHiH ooqn, n Te.seq••.u•~ on, :-11 >IHenl'H- .\e ' --o rn11 ... 
;tt- · 1111u·,11, ,\Ul'Jill -.1,t, 11urb111i.u1111~~ 1,01>JJt.•cnoHAcHUi11. J1t:p1•1·hl.&n.~woo Ha'L l\.unHT)"Hn n lla11b't
ll<)·pi11 111, I'••·• iN•, ,.,. np11.10Mt'1tic111,: on 3 ,S,,.·npn.,H, .'2 9-o6'b aa11t.HeHiH ,,c;,,o.,uu,n ,. 
u11, · ~111i •J;1 •i1 ,._rn 1101111',Thl KOJJ}•trUOHAt"HlliH H A,1H 1rn111a11uiottHbJXD liHDl"'b, a 1at-;;K1· lll' 1HIT•!O 

A-1:I l"~ Y)h!lll'ODl, U 11011roearo .w;t~OllJ>OU3BOAt."rBa l'b UJIIIJ.UJIWHiCK'D BX"b l l'M lll'.t-il)HJ .. 

Ce1..ll"t.H1R O(J'l, y'lpe2KJ1.eB1RX'J. D()'ITOBO-Tellerpa41>B&ro B'll.llOMCTBa: 
lloqrn D Te.1erpo.•1,. -Jlt'ilCIOAHall 011,·v1111iH. • 

Dpeno>1<eBle: TpeTi,e aa11t.HeHie n 110110.sHeHie Tnp11.oa1, A.SH pyr.-~nx1, ,...,,,·qi:,""''" ,. 
Y''l"'*A<lHin 1111 ]J;a.aLHCll'b Hocro1<1i. 

Q(J'l,RBJieBiR. 

J <l>eopa.u 190 J ,. .M 9 · 
O6'L aaataeel• o6p&aU.0B'L m,-eane.1eA J.-lJI DOftTU K0ppt'CDOB)J.n~•· • 

;1..18 KB■TBBU.l0RHYX'L SRBl"I,, II. TllKZI' O1'111lTt'A ;i,.18 ;i,oa.yae:HT0B'L II R0'I

TOH8ro ,1.t.10npou:1BO,l.("TBI!.. • 

B1, BR;tax1, lOCTHiKCHin o.woo6pa:iin npe :iaroroB1d, 111reM11t•.1cn 11 11c11atel 
l,UI y11pClf.llCHin II0'IT0H0·TC.1crpa~111ar11 1rl;:1o)tCTllil II y.1ytlllll'llill 0TTIICR0B"b 

HXn 11p11 ua.lOiKCllill 11a 1:oppl'l"IIOIIJl'lllliK1, cor.mc:110 :iat..110•1e11i111 11co6oll 
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SONHCfill. 11i,11:111a1111 11eoi1XO.lll!llbUI I, H:l\rlillllll, ,·~ lllt'('Tllp1111i1• 11[,pa:im,1 If 

p1cyH1m 31'11\"I. 111•111cll R ycraHOIIIITI, Ila r,y .1y1111•1• ll(lt'M11 ('.l'li,l~' l(tlJ(el' : 
A. no 0111HoweHi10 Kb wmeAme...t.R!'4b. 

1) Jl,iJf BC'liXl, )'llpel()leHiA aaroTOJIJ11klTCH o;i,uooopa3Hble 111re1me.1a, 
11pB11CN1, li3K'I, ff HblUt lia;f;loe yi1pe;i.1euic CH3UlliaCTCH IIITCMUe.len 00,lblD&rO 

pa:n,tpa ,Jl.lH noMtThl 1oppecnoe.11euui1 1 mreMne.ien ~uaro paadpa .!l,1R 
auoiKe11i11 ua ,murauni■. 

2) llheMUl'.1.il il.lH octJ,IYXl, UOQTOBLIX1, 1 UOIITOHO-Te.lerpalJ)BLIXl, 
y11pe;i.,!1eHiR- i.pyr.lLW f''L 1!blpt:Jauu1,1111, 110 i.pyry, lKBpHbllll, mpa«J>nlln,. 
ua&MeHOK.IHir~n. Mtcra HaXOlK)lCHia yqptlK)leuia. BCTaeHblH 11ecJlpb1, 03H3Q3IO
llliH 'IUC.10, lrl;cmn, ff fOJll>, DOMtlUalOTCJI Bl, oauy .IHHilO BBYTPB Kpyra: 
il.lH ofio3ua11e11i11 ro,1a 11011to1a10rca TO.lb!O .llBt noc.at)luia un4>p1,1; uecJlpbl 
;i;e « 19 » ;1.11.11 111,1erp1>1rua 11tcra, oonmaTb ee .llO.llKBO. 

::I) Haas.rnic ropoAoe1, ryoepucKBn u yt.'lJlllblXl, n0Mtu1a11, [1t•a1, uau
NeuoBauiH ryoepuiu, aa eci..11oqeuie111, Ttn c.iy•mea1,, KOr.'1.a u11terc11 
e·tc&0.11>Ko ropOJlOB1, O.llBOro eaa11eeoeauia; eo e e1, :non e.1y11at ua:1ea11ic 
ry6epeur o6oaea11aTb eoaMOlKHO K0p0111:, eanpeMtp1,: Cuacri.1,, Paa., Ap.1a
TOB1,, C1116. a T. n. R1, eaaeaui1111, r,e.n, e r.itcre11ei.1, 11pa6a11.1J1TL KpaTKO 
BaBMCHOBaeie ry6epeia; ec.11 lKe B1, O)lHOD ry6epuie 11aXOi1BTCH 11tcliOJI, 0 

rieTHOCTel OJ(Horo ea111eeoeaeia, ro 06oaua11a11, i.parKo }'t:Jll> u ry6ep11i10. 
4) lfacbl OTDpaBJeHUI 11:oppecoo11.11eauie BOBCC He Jl,o.tilillLI OLITI. ooo:111a

qae111,1 e1, 111Te1,me.1ax1,; 11ac1,1 ate aoc1y11.1cHi11 Koppec110111e11uio 1n, pa:11111ri;~ 
ul.JlyeT'b 06oaua11a11, 81, 111re,me.aax1, Ilerep6yprcKaro 11 ~lori;o11r1:a ro 1111 11-

.,&Jtl'OB'b-ooa:iaTC.11,uo, JlP)TBXl, )l;e &pynm,1x1, YIIPl'lK)lCHin i;an In, 0 ,l('l'f'(i. 

Bapmaet, Kic1rJ;, Purt, Xap1,i.oirl;, 110 Mtpt no:nio1:11orrn II Hl'oi,,11.111\10, · 111 . 
5) Ec.1u 81, O)tHOM'I, ropo.1t BllteTe& Htclo.lbKO IIO'ITOl!blX'J, H IIO'ITOBO

Te.1erpa4lHLIXl, y11pca;1ruin. TO UCHTpa.11,HaJI IOHTOpa cuaoacaeTCH ll1Tt'll0e.le~·1, 
JU3aHHOD llbllllC tflopMbl 0031, BCH6HX1, OTJBQBTeJbHblXl, 3113KOB1,; lrL IIITt'Mlle
.UXl> :Ke ropOJlCI.DXl, 1oirrop1, B OT)lt.leuill 8blpt3LIBaeTCH ua i;pyrt. lll1H3Y 
apa6cca.11 uetflpa, 03B3118l0ln3JI HOltep1,, npBCBOOHllblll KOHTOpt. n.lH OT.l'l~•·ni~1: 
TOn, J.C 110pH,llOK1, DpllltHSICTCn Kb IUTCIIOCJJl!ll, ropOlCKHXl, y 11pr:1:1l'uin, 
J1e ■11tl011l8X1, opBCBOeBHblXl, HMl. HOIICJ)OHl>, ( !.3Kb Ha1111• 111, liit•n·f,. Hn.11,Ht), 
a ■11euyeM1,;x,. no lltcTy ceoero uaxom)le11i11; lJH :non utJn i;a,i:.10My e:n. 

J•peiKAeHiR DpBCBOl88eTC11 oco6b1A IIO~U'pl,. 
6) 81, UlKJlOll'J, yqpelK]leHiH l,lH IIOMt,TI.I 111·,·n 111~.r,1111• 1:0ppl'CIIOlllCHUi■ 

JUOTpe6.IJfTI, IIITelllleJJf OJlHHilKOIIIIR f~0(•\11,1 : llto WI Tlll'I... 1ff00bl OT,1l'IRTI, 

mre~ne.rn. aa.1arae"1,11' · na or.rt .. 11,111,1" 1111.11,1 1:111•1"·,·11 .. 11.1 .. 1m1u f.lf'Ht~)'IO, ntr 
Cbl.lO'IHp•. aaKa:111y111. nprwry111). a 'f;11;;1:,· 1: I 1:1! :., \ I, 1:1,1rrpo.rn 11BIIOIIHHCIB1,, 
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- 44 ---

um:Mnc.110101111111, Eopr,ecHOllll"Hllikl, ua lii&ai.10~1, IIITl'~[lt•,rf;, lllilCbl.laeMOlflt B'lt 

yqpe,uceie, swptaaeTcH oco6aH 6y1rna 110 uopn.ti.y aJ4lmsurn. llpR soao6eo-

11.1e11i1 ye■'l'J'OareHHblXl, IIITC~lleJeR, H0BblC aar0T0II.IHIOTCJI Ja TtMB lie 

.IIITCp&111; ee.11 lie IUTCMOe.lb Jal'OTOB.l!tCTC.11 11JaMtH1, yrpaqeeuaro, TO H& 

een ewpt.1ae1e.11 HOBal arepa. 
7) lllTCJIHe.lJI WI C8MOOTOJITf'Jl,HblXl, re.aerpa«J)HblX'b yt1pelK,lleHi8 aaro

n>B.IJITh BO Bren cor.1acuo YK8.3c1HHLIM1, BLIWC yc.10Bi.all'b B JBUII, Jl.lH <1I'.IR'UI 

1111113)" DO Rpyry Bblpt:Jc'\Th CJ0II0 «Te.,erpaitn,». H.'JH, 81, c..1y11at He)lOOTaTI& 

Mt,na, l'.01q,a111e1111 <Te.terp.>. 

ropo)lCltH1, TC.lerpa«J>Hbllll> &0HT0P3Ml> R or;rJ.JeuiHMl> TalO!te .llO,UD& 

6L1T1, np■csoeua ua mTeinc.rnx1, oco6.u1 nyMepaui.11. 

8) Jl,i.11 II0'ITOBblX'h Bar0H081, aarOT0B.18IOTCH 0Ba.H,Hble lllTeMne.lH, TaJCI& 

t:1, 1:pynHblMl, ;1rnpHbllll, mpe4'T0M'b, no ,lBa UJTe~me.a.11 Ha IWK)lbltt Bal'OB'b, 

Ila 0)1.H0n HblptaaeTC.11 110 011a.1y c.atsa-HaBMCHOBaHie Ha'la.lbHaro D)'HET& 

OTOpaB,leHia oaroua, ci,pasa OE0HCIIHaro; Mc,tCJlY HBMB ua Bepxy 110111t1113e-roa 
lllll>pa, oauaq&IOllla& .1t aaroua; ua BTopo1111, mreame.rl; Bhlpt3al0Tca n a 
HU■eH0B8BUI B'b o6paTHOlll'b nopJ1A&1; II uaaepxy opoor&B.lieTOB ~ B&l'OBI, 
l.lOOl'BtTCTBYIOIIUI o6paruo11y ero uaopaa.reeilO. Bny-rpe oea.aa no11~a1111'U 

II I, .11111ito BLl8,l,Hbll Ue4f>pbl, oaeaqlUOll\i.11 IJBOIO, M'l;cal{b I l'OA'J, Tb'J, D 
II0JlllilK0~l,. Ean I B'b lllT61lle.lll'b oetJl.,ILlX'b yqpez.teHil. Eoa Wi3sula 
llli0IIC1lllblX1, ll)'IIKT0ITT, nyTH c.atJJ,ouaui11 naroua 011'.lBb JlJBHHbl, TO OBB IIOl')"ft, 
i11,1rr. llblf)t:Jallbl C0Kpa111en110. 

!I) ;1.tH OTlt.1c11in II0IITOBblX'b Bar0H0B'b-WTe~me.lJI TaEie lK~, EH'b ..... 

uaro1101n, 11 .1R111h auuay no oea.11y n0Mt1uaerc.11 JlJUI OTJe11ia e.1000 <<rr~.,. 

10) ilie.rt;:i11olOPO)l;HblJI D0'ITORblH OTJJ,t.leui.11 ,llOllKBbl BMtTb UITCM0e.lJI T&

li0R lKc •lt<1p~1,1 1,ai;1, u sarou1,1. Hauepxy uo oBaJy Bblptaaercn 11aa11eeo888ie 

1·.rauuiH HJR ropoJJ,a, 111, &0T0po:111, OT,nt.llenic UilX0;"tBTC.11, a BHll3Y UOM1;mae'rel 

1·oi.paine1111oe CJ0II0 1101i3i1Jl, < H0K;J. ». EC.le B'b l'OJIO)l'h H8XOABTCS BUltOlbKO 

llOKaa.10111,, ro 11pn6aa.rncrc11 1,parno ua1rne11011auie .ll0pora{ uanp. c Bapm. DOK3., ). 

11) .l.rn y11pei1ilCllitt, llilX0.llllllHXCH Ha napoX0,ll3X'b, IIITeMnC.18 3&I'O

T0B.llllOTCII Taliil;c 110 •llOp,rli uar0HHblX"I, C'b Bblp·l;aauHblMB uau111euosaui.aMK 
eaqa.lhuaro II Eoee11uaro nyHETOB'b e.1t.1tosauis napoxo,1,a; IB■ay no oauy 

Bblpt:JaeTCa Jl.,IJI OTJBlli.11 CJ0B0 C napoX0Jl.'b > B.18 C0KJNlll\CHO (I napox. :t. 

12) Jln WTCMUCJel! BOJOCTHblX'b opaueeia, opoaaBO,Ull\Bl'b opie.111, 1 

BLIJ1a11y BCHKaro poi\a KoppecnoH,lleeuie ea ocuosauia :J<'\&OH& 24-ro Jlesap1 
1900 l'O)l& npBHIITh $<)piy, ycraH0B.IJICMYIO A,1.11 OCt;Ubll'b yiipezAeBil, npl 
qen Bblp1,3aTb 110 Kpyry C0liJlilUlt'IIII0C 11an11euou.111ie ry6epuie B A.II 
ar.11111ia 11p16aBJ.IITh 1·.,011a « uo.1. up.> . 
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1 :1) l'alllllJ\I_I, 11flpa;111,1 ,. llflllllllTI, I) .1.• · ,1, .. ,,11) IIIT•'\111•·.::I .1.1;1 ;1;,•.1 l,;11111-

lOpoallLI~ 1, 1·ra11111n, 111w,~a•~•.lllllt1u;1, 111,i• 111. 11 1;1.1.ta11y un11;,1111 1111.1a 1;111'pc
r11011.11·1111111 11a Ol'IIIJllalllH :l.lKOlla 24 ll1111a1•H 1 !1110 nua 11.111 111,iem, II 

111,ua••~ :m1ma1111n Koppec11ouc1111ia 11a ocu1111c111i11 Uiic11c11111,1:n 111'a1111.n, t 9-ro 
Ce11n1fl1m 1 !111 I ro.ta. i'LUJ 0TJH11i11 uepc;n, 11ain11:11111sa11icin. c:ra111u11 l0,1,1;111,1 
6LITI, 11Lll11;aam,I (1r1mL1 «r.T. 11 H 1100-'t m•H\ICIIOllclllill 1•ra1111i11-1·111:11a1J(Cllll11 

1188111!111111alli•! .tw.rl;:1110R lOIJOrH. 
t 4) /(.IH IIITClUle.tel Te.le4)oHBLIX1, y11pc~.1euil coxpaUIITI, IILlll1; rr IJlt•

CTBflOUlie yr11ep,1;1euuwe o6p113111i1. 

E. no omuowmi,o ,a, ne11amJ1Mb, 

1 ) KalK)lOC )"lpt'-lKleHie cuaCmaerc11 .IHIUb llBY IUI ne'IATJIH' O.IROIO .l,lll 
AOK}'IU~IITIJHl,, IIOlli61to 1'1;111, ue11ar11111,, IOl'OpLUI lllltlOTL set llpaBBTeJh

CTIICHlll,lll f'l(IClKlClliH. H Jlpyror, AU B&loGUocrel cueniubuaro no11rosaro 
At.l011poB3KOlCTllcl. 

2) Ha neqare w ~0Ky11eBTOB'blo.aean,6Yn.1ao6pueR1, fOC)'A&l)CTBllH· 
eYI rep61, c,, lle'ITOBO-Te.terpa4)ewn 31111110n seaay, a no spyry ooriuteuo 
uaa11euoeauie yqpe,K.1eei11. uaap1111ipi, c R--au 0011TOeo-1e.1erpa4,Bu IOllTOJ)li ». 

3) Bo OTBOWeeia yuaaail BI Derl&TB'lt ry6epei11 IWl )''1318, BJ, 

1,,,..111, llilXOlllTCll }'IIPC;KlCHie, COO.IJllaeTCll nopBAOKl,, npHBJITbil' .\Ill IIITCIIIICJeR. 
4 J }l.t11 or Jn11is oeqartn ropo1cKBx1, sourop1, e or11.leuin-11011tuum, 

11111',fl; 11aH)ICIIOHOuaHill yqpeiKlCUiJI nponBCblO U.IH uu4'por, upecBOeHHLIR 
~ 11pi!:t:.1e11iJO uo11ep1,. uanp. cRieBCKaJI uropu 11.-T. liOHTOpa•, cXapt.lWB· 
ncww :1-a 11.-T. EOHTOpa •. 

r,) Ha ucqa111. ycra11ou.,11c11on .t.111 e11cuia.u,11.aro 11011rouaro xt..1011poaa-
1111.wrna, rep61, )l01a.e111, 61,1n. 11c111,111a r1) paa11tpa H 110 6oi.a1n, ero llOlilUl.i 
11,1•,rlill(clTl,Cll C.IOBa c CT(I. - KOp. •. 

Ii 1 ,Lm 11oqra11ro111, H · 611.11,c 1p)·ne1,111, soirrop·1, J1oryn, 61,111, coxpa
w111,1. 1111 up«ilCTaBJeuir, fJam1aro 11tcruaro Ha11a.1LCTua H eo paaptmeail 
Jla 11.;.11,11111w l'Jaeuaro l'11J1all.Wllill , spo11t l'la3aUHblX1, lll}'Xl, Bl)lOB1, oe-
1:;r11·R, 11 AP!TUI 11e11aru 6o.11,111aro pa311t(la uu oco6aro THna .1,1.11 ooe11anr-
11a11i11 11otTb-11a&eT081, e 1W.Ka111o1n Belile& eo Aeae,i.uon 1oppeeoou.-e111ue1. 

{)(n,JIB.IJIJI 001, 83.IO;t;CIIHOM'I, DO IIO'ITOBO-Te.1erpa4'HOII)' tr1ilOIUffllJ, UJ1 
c81;,ltllill II p)'lt>BO)lCTBa, H 11p11.111ra.a upa ce111, BIIOBb )'THepa..teHHYe JIIC)'ID 
mre1111CJeR u ncqaren u·1, uarypa.lbH)"IO BX'b .ee.111111ey ·). CIIITII> ayam,un, 
D0JICUUTI,, 'IT() HIICHllblllB l(Cll(a',111 HOl\llro ·oopaaua 6y.1yn. cea«nKan.ca ua 
nepuoe npe,1 T0,11,1.0 11110111, ori:p1,1eae1111,111 yqpcirAeni.11; rn, rrntP<'T11y1011ten 
,se ~-11r11~.1:ieahm,, 11oq1011blx1. saro11an • ,1p. aaiatua npell811ro o6pa.31Ul 
ne'IBTl'A I 'ID1'e11De.leR H0IILIIIII 6yAen, npoH3ffOlHTI.CII DOOTelleRBo, no lltp't 
npaxo.t:ile&i1 ax1, B1, uero,1eocrt.. 

lloAOBcu·1,: . 8. Jl. Ha11a.11,uui..1 r.1a1111aro l' 11pmueuiJ1 Ct11acmbJIHoe&. 
C&naUb: ffaqa.11,u111n, Or.t1.1,·11i,1 /l. .-Tanw11HC,-ia. 
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The Lake Baikal Icebreakers and the 
TransBaikal Railway 
J.G. l'I0YES 

The greatest problem in the completion of the Great Siberian Railway was the constr
uction of the section across Lake Baikal. The line from the west to the Lake had seen 
the arrival of the first train to Irkutsk on 16 August 1898, while the line from the 
eastern shore to Sryetensk (the Transbaikal Railway) was due for completion in 1900. 
The timetable for the Transbaikal Railway was not ready when the 1900 guide went to 
print, but Luchnik gives 1900 as the latest date for this section in his lists of 
postal-wagon routes and Westwood confirms this. The line around the Lake, the Circum
Baikal Railway, was begun in 1899 and completed in 1904 (Westwood). Until this section 
was finished there was the problem of crossing Lake 8aikal. 

The problem was solved by the use of ice-breakers ordered from Sir ~.G. Armstrong & 
Co in the UK and transported in pieces to the Lake where Russian workmen constructed 
them at the village of Listvenichnoe. The 1 Baikal 1 was the first to be built and it 
was specially designed for carrying the trains. Its ·specifications were: length 290 
feet, beam 57 feet, draught 18 feet fore and 20 feet aft, speed 20.S verats, dis
placement with full cargo 4,200 tons, 3750 horse-power. There were one-inch steel 
plates at the waterline, with a two-faet thick framework inside made of timber. The 
ship could break ice to a depth of four feet. It had fifteen boilers and three en
gines operating t~e propellers; two in the stern and one in the bow. There were three 
pairs of rails on the maindeck which could carry twentyfive loaded wagons. The cabins 
on the upper deck could accommodate 150 passengers according to the 1900 guide, while 
Khokhrin says that the entire ship could take 2500 passengers and 250 horses. 

The second ice-breaker was called the 1 Angara•. This ship was for the carriage of 

CTaa~iR Baha.n,. Ji, 1. 

. .. 
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passengers and was due for completion in the autumn of 1900. Its specifications ware: 
length 195 feat, beam 34 feet, draught 15 feet, speed 12.5 knots, 1250 horse power. 

for three months of each year the ice defeated the icebreakers. Westwood quotes "The 
Great Siberian Railway", M.Shoemaker, New York 1903, the author of which had travel
led halfway over the Lake on the 1 Angara 1 which was following a channel made by the 
'Baikal'. The ice became too thick and the passengers transferred to sledyes waiting 
on the ice. 

for the trains to reach the Lake it was necessary to construct a line from Irkutsk 
station (in the suburbs of Glazkouskoe) to St. Baikal (see fig.1), a distance of 64 
versts, and then continue it to the landing place of Baranchik, a further half-mile 
away. The ice-breakers then carried the passengers and the trains to the landing 
place on tha easter·n shore, St. Mysovaya (now Babushkin), (fig.2}. 

The route number assigned to the lrkutsk-Chita stretch was 241-2 and the Chita
Sryetensk section 243-4. The opening of these lines and the start of the ferry ser
vice over the Lake being closely tied, it is fair to assume that it was intended for 
them to open at the same time. The 1 Baikal 1 was ready in 1YOO and it was intended 
for the 1 Angara 1 to be finished in the autumn of 1900. Westwood says the ferry ser
vice operated from 1900 but Khokhrin says "one spring day in 1901". 

The postcard illustrated (figs.3 & 4) enables us to say that the ferries were opera
ting by August 19□□• Underfranked at 3k the card is cancelled by a single circle 
'TransBaikal Railway Postal Wagon 24.B.00', has a St. Petersburg transit 5.9.00 with 
'T' for postage due added, one half-penny postage due foreign Branch applied on 
arrival in London,· and Aldershot c.d.s. 21.9.00 (D.9.00 .,;i.s.). It was redirected to 
Bulford Camp, Salisbury, and has Aldershot c.d.s, same day, full over the adhesive 
and its cancel. fortunately there is a second strike, partly overlapped by the St. 
Petersburg mark, but complete. The thin lettering and its sharpness show it to be a 
very new cancel. The picture and the message are both of interest. The manuscript 
date 4.9. □0 (22.8.00 D.S.) shows it was two days before it was aboard the train and 
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the writer's location is unknown. The message reads "Arrived on eastern side of Lake 
Baikal. Weather wet but think it is proximity of Baikal that makes it so. The picture 
shows the launch of the boat that carries the train - All brought from England in 
pieces & fitted together here - We came over by an ordinary steamer. Hope you are all 
well. Love from O." 

It can be seen that the icebreaker illustrated is the 1 Beikal 1 which did indeed 
"carry the train". As it was sent during the ice-free period, the 111riter of the card, 
if he was not intending to continue his journey east by rail, needed not to rely on 
the ice-breakers to carry him over the Lake. The 1900 guide tells us that at the and 
of the 17th century Lake Baikal "possessed a navy which served for postal communicat
ions", while at the time of 111riting the guide the Nemchinov Company owned ten steamers 
and eighteen barges which operated on the Lake. These plied between Listvenichnoe and 
the Upper Angara, ~ysovaya, the mouth of the Selenga, Verkhneudinsk, Selenginsk and 
Biliuta. The card itself would certainly have been carried east to west over the Lake 
by the 'Baikal' in the Postal Wagon, secured on the main deck with the other wagons. 

Luchnik tells us in his list of ship routes that all types of mail were handled by 
steamers operating on Lake Baikal by at least 1893, although the earlier guide he used, 
that for 1876, does not mention mail services on the Lake. At present no special can
cellation used by the mail steamers has been recorded but a BSRP member tells me that 
he has had a report of one in the USSR, although no details are known. 

A final problem awaiting solution is when the Irkutsk-Chits and Chita-Sryetinsk routes 
start their respective numbers on poetal wagon cancels? As established earlier they 
ware allocated their numbers in 1900, so the TransBaikal Railway Postal Wagon cancel 
would only have bean a short term substitute. Or Casey can produce a strike of PW 241 
11.11.02, and Eric Peal has PW 243 used 2s.a.01. Can anyone batter these dates? 
Individual stations on these lines appear to have bean allocated single-circle cancels 
indicative of the railway, as I have ST.KHILOK, TRANSBAIK.ZH.D. at base on a postcard 
of 1903. 

The ice-breakers lost some of their importance with the completion of the CircumBaikal 
Railway but still operated transporting cargoes over the Lake. Khokhrin says that in 
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5 they ware inadequate at times at breaking the ice and 
rails ware laid directly on to the ice on the Lake to facilitate the transport of war 
materials. The CircumSaikal Railway should have bean open by thl.stime so it would 
appear that the short cut over the Lake was still worth the obvious risk taken. 

Khokhrin tells us of the fate of the ice-breakers in his article. The following is a 
summary of his information: 

The Baikal fleet was organised in 1916 and the 1 Baikal 1 and the 'Angara• went into it, 
having been fitted with armaments. The small Red Guard detachment at Lake Baikal was 
pinned down by White Czechs from the West, and Samyonov, and foreign interventionists 
from the east. In August the 1 Baikal 1 entered into battle with the White Guards' ships, 
was badly damaged and set afire. It was steered to the shore where it burnt out but 
did not sink. At the and of the Civil War the framework was cut up for scrap. The 
'Angara• meanwhile was engaged on reconnaissance work. As the Whites took the whole 
shore the Reds disarmed the ship, then abandoned it. 

After the uar it again became an active vessel and still is in use today; moored by 
the shore of the Lake it is now a base for VOSAAf, the Voluntary Society for Assisting 
the Army, Air force and Navy. 
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Polish Field Post Service 1918-21 
111. KOWARZYK 

(Fragments from work published in IL. KURIER FILAT, Kolomya, 1937/38, pertaining to 
the 1918-21 period). 

It can safely be said that postal authorities in reborn Poland started work by or
aanizing Field Post Service. 

As early as December 1918 we find in the Official Paper of the Plin. of Posts a reg
ulation, ordering the direction of all insufficiently addressed mail and with the 
annotation 'Eastern Galicia Army• only, to the Lwow 2 Post Office. This was in con
nection with the Polish-Ukrainian struggle. 

On November 10th 1918, J. Pilsudski returned from Magdeburg to Warsaw and was pro
claimed the leader of the nation. Organizing the National Army, he managed in a short 
time to gather a considerable force. In Autumn 1919, Polish soldiers stood on rivers 
Dvina and Berezina and to the East of River Goryn (Horyn) which demanded development 
of postal net-work on a colossal scale almost from scratch. 

Surprisingly in documents pertaining to the history of the Polish Army of that period 
Postal Service is not mentioned at all. This probably was due to unstable character 
of communications, as neither military nor civilian postal installations existed at 
first, and the official mail was carried by special couriers. 

Organization of the Postal Service, which took place almost simultaneously with the 
organization of the Polish Army, in November 1918, was modelled largely on First 
World war services. 

In the early days, however, it was mostly a matter of spontaneous efforts and so, 
due to the initiative of the Eastern Galicia Army c.-in-c., the first Polish Field 
Post Office No.1 (renamed later No.12) was organized in Lwow, on 20 December 1918. 
On 26 January 1919, Gen. Zielinski's Group was responsible for FPO No.11 in Rawa 
Ruska. 

Similarly, many units along the front tried to establish postal services on their 
own.Due to war destruction and inactivity of many civilian post offices, the lack of 
postal arrangements was severely felt. 

These sporadic efforts, however, were of no practical significance to the formations 
in the field. 

In January 1919, the Field Post Service General Directorate, renamed later Field Post 
Service Central Directorate (FPSCD) was organized as a special department in the Min. 
of Posts, and at the same time in the 'Army Daily Orders• (No.12 ex 1919) an order 
appeared concerning Army Base Post Offices No.I, II and III, together with postal 
instructions. 

·on 1 February 1919, 'Main Field Post Office - Warsaw• (Glowna Poczta Polowa -
warszawa) came into being. This, the onlt F.P.O. with a name of locality in its title, 
became responsible for the handling of all official and private mail to and from 
military units and establishments in Warsaw and neighbourhood. Moreover, it function
ed also as a Sorting Postal Unit and Censorship Bureau for postal consignments from 
the whole country to all the Armies in the field and inter-Army. 

Private mail was subject to censorship and for that reason was accepted in Polish 
only. Registered or •to be returned if undelivered' mail was not accepted. 

Centralization of the whole postal traffic at MFPO-Warsaw, however, soon proved un
manageable, mostly due to difficulties in keeping a precise list of all the formations 
and institutions, particularly at the front. Following numerous complaints regarding 
considerable delays, losses, etc., the c.-in-C. HQ transferred the sorting job from 
MfPO-lllarsaw to the Army Base Post Offices. This was at the end of July 1919. 
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Not much official data is available on the organisation and administration of the 
Postal Service of that period, and details given here are based on notes of Gen. J. 
Salicki, the then Chief of the field Post Service Central Directorate. These, in re
gard to attachments or localities, refer usually to the early period. 

Datestamps used are of various types, sizes and wording, obviously not supplied cen
trally. 

Postal organization was in the hands of the Chief of the fPSCD, and he was responsible, 
under the aegis of the c.-in-c., for the following: 
a) Army Base Post Offices (frontowe Glowne Poczty Polowe), 
b) Sorting Postal Units (Sortownie Poczt Polowych), 
c) Base Post O~fices (Glowne Urzedy Pocztowe), 
d) field Post Offices (frontowe Poczty Polowe), 
e) Line of Communications field Post Offices (Poczty Etapowe). 

ARMY BASE POST OffICES 

These (marked with Roman numbers) were allocated to the Armies in the field handling 
mail of all the formations and institutions within the Army. 

According to the c.-in-c. HQ order from the end of July 1919 they operated also as 
Sorting Postal Units for the area. Subjected to thom were all the f.P.O.s attached to 
the Army units. 

fRONT.GtOWNA POCZTA POLOWA D 

R.cM 
GtOWNA l\r. VI 

POCZTA POLOWA J,! 

Types of datestamps and registration stamps used by A.B.P.o.s. 
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ABPO No. Starting date 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

V 
VI 

VII 

1.2.1919 
12.2.1919 
18.2.1919 
B.7.1919 

15.8.1919 
1.4.1920 

20.1.1920 

SORTING POSTAL UNITS 

Formations - Localities 

Eastern Galicia Army HQ, Przernysl. 
Defence of Lwow. 
2 Army HQ, Rowne. 
Volhynia Front HQ, Lublin. 
Gen. Haller Army HQ, Krakow. 
Wielkopolski Front HQ, Poznan, later o.o.E. 6 Army, Tarnopol. 
(D.O.E. - Line of Communication Area HQ) 
Pomeranian Front HQ, Torun, later 7 Army HQ, Wilno. 

Besides those already mentioned attached to A.B.P.O.s, there were also four other 
S.P.U.s, of general character dealing with incoming mail from all parts of the 
country. Thay ·were located in ~arsaw, Poznan, Kowel and Lwow. The Warsaw unit was 
also 'Requisition depot• for all FPOs. 

BASE POST OFFICES 

These (marked with Roman numbers and capital 'E') were sited at vital communication 
centres. 

No. 

I E 
II E 

III E 

IV E 

V E 

starting date 

1. 4.192D 
15.1D.192D 
15.5.1920 
12. 9.1920 

0. 4.1920 
6.9.1920 

22.4.1920 

24.9.1920 

FIELD POST OFFICES 

No. 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

46 

Opened 

25.1.1919 
20.12.1918 
1. 3.1919 
1.3.1919 

10. 3.1919 

18.3.1919 
16.3.1919 

14.3.1919 
14.3.1919 
1. 3.1919 

13. 4.1919 
13.4.1919 
12.4.1919 
17.4.1919 
15. 4.1919 
24.4.1919 
24.4.1919 

S.1919 

Units - Locations- Notes 

D.O.E., Molodeczno; closed 10.8.1920. 
D.O.E. 2 Army; on 25.11.1920 changed to L.o.C. FPO No.201 
D.D.E., Rowne; on 1.6~1920 changed to L.o.c. FPO No.2D5 
reopened: D.o.E., Lublin - Chalm, later o.o.E., Volhynia, 
(6 Army, Kowel); on 25.11.1920 changed to L.o.C. fPD 
No.202. 
o.o.E., Minsk; closed 10.8.1920 
reopened: o.o.E. 4 Army; on 25.11.1920 changed to L.o.c. 
FPO No.203 

· o.o.E., Tarnopol - Ploskirow; on 1.6.1920 changed to 
L.o.c. FPO No.206 
reopened: D.O.E., Malopolska (6 Army, Lwow - Tarnopol); 
on 25.11.1920 changed to L.o.c. FPO No.204 

Attached to Group, Unit 

Gen. Zielinski 
Defence of Lwow 
Gen. Listowski 
Gen. Iwaszkiewicz 
Gen. Smigly-Rydz 

Maj. Boncza-Uzdowski 
Maj. Borkowski 

Closed 

31.2.1920 
20. 1.1921 
15.2.1920 
3D. 7.1921 
20.12.1919 

0. 4.1920 
2.3.1920 

Notes 

Lwow Defence 
formerly FPO No.1 
Podlasie Group 
2 Cav. Bde. 
Kopczynski Bde Group, 
Kowal 
o.o.E. - Kowel 
Lwow-Brzezany-Tarnopol 
Front 

Gen. Romer 20.1.1921 Lubaczow 
Maj. Sarwinski s. 5.1921 7 Inf. Div. 
'East• HQ and 3 Leg.Inf.Oiv. 30.7.1921 Kiev 
Col. Konarzewski 30.3.1920 Pokucie 
Gen. Aleksandrowicz 20.1.1921 
Lithuania-Podlasie 10.3.1922 
Gan. Zeligowski 30.7.1921 
Col. Barbecki 15.6.1921 
Lithuania-White Ruthenian Front 30.7.1921 
1 and 2 Lag. Inf. Bdes. 30.7.1921 
6th Inf. Div. 20 0 1.1921 
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Soma of the types of datastamps used by f.P.o.s and L.o.C.f.P.o.s 

No. Opened Attached to Group, Unit Closed Notes 
29 3.5.1919 fst Rifle Div. 15. 6.1921 also French fPO 302 
30 4.5.1919 2nd Rifle Div.; later 

11th Inf. Div. 12. 7.1921 also Franch fPO 303 
31 5.1919 3rd Rifle Div. 24.11.1919 also French fPO 307 
32 5.1919 6th Rifle Oiv. 15.6.1921 also French fPO 306 
33 14. 7.1919 7th Rifle Oiv.; later 

Gen. Krajewski Group 30. 7.1921 also French fPO 308 
34 7 .1919 Inatr. Rifle Oiv.; later 30.7.1921 campaign till Feb 20; 

Gen. Krajewski Group also French fPO 3D4 
35 5. 7.1919 10th Inf. Oiv. Kalisz 20.1.1921 Gen. Zeligoweki 4 Rifle 

Oiv. 
36 14.7.1919 1st Cav. Bde. Wilno 15. 6.1921 
37 7.1919 Lithuania-White Ruthenian 

front HQ lllilno 31.3.1920 
38 7.1919 Grodno fortress HQ 1.4.1920 20.11.1919 ~insk (Gen. 

Zeligowski) 
1.4.192D changed to 
BPD No.I E 
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No. Opened Attached to Group, Unit Closed Notes 

39 6.8.1919 Highland Inf. Bde., N.Targ 26.2.1920 reopened 16.3.20 Highland 
Inf. Bde., Biala 

40 5.1919 1st Corps HQ, Czestochowa 24.12.1919 also French fPO 301 
41 
42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

so 

51 

52 

53 
54 
55 

56 

57 

58 
59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 

66 

67 

68 
69 
70 

71 
72 

48 

5.1919 
6.1919 

7.1919 

7.1919 
25.9.1920 
15.10.1919 

1.9.1919 

1.9.1919 

23.11.1919 

23.11.1919 

23.11.1919 

23.11.1919 

23.11.1919 

10.3.1920 
1. S.1920 

20. 4.1920 

20. S.1920 

1.6.1920 

15.6.1920 
3.7.1920 
3. 7.1920 
0. 1.1920 

25.7.1920 
1.8.1920 
B. 8.1920 

13.8.1920 

3rd Corps HQ, Jablonna 
Gen. Haller Army HQ 

11th Inf. Oiv. 

3rd Cav. Bde. 
3rd Cav. Bda. recreated 
4th Cav. Bde. 

Gen. Konarzewski 

Col. Konarzewski 

2nd Wlkp. Rifle Oiv. later 

1.1920 also Franch fPO 305 
12.1920 from 1.11.19 at Skiern

iewice 
1.3.1920 from 15.8.19 Wolhynia 

front HQ 
17. 8.1920 
20. 2.1921 
7.2.1921 from 11.11.19 Modlin 

fortress 
20.1.1921 from 1.10.19 2 Lith.

White Ruthenian Oiv. 
20.1.1921 from 1.10.19 2 Lith.

White Ruth. Oiv. and 
20 Inf. Oiv. 

15th Inf. Oiv. 20. 1 0 1921 
Wielkopolski front "West" 20.1.1921 
Group HQ, later 7th Cav. Bde. 
3rd Wlkp. Rifle Oiv. later 
17th Inf. Div. 
1 Wlkp. Rifle Bde. 

1 Wlkp. Rifle Oiv. later 
14th Inf. Oiv. 
Polish forces HQ Warsaw 
c.-in-c. HQ 
Col. Rybak, later Highland 
Inf. Div. 
Gan. Alaksandrowicz (H. 
Art.) 
Gan. Listowski front HQ 

1 Cav. Res. Bde. 
4 Cav. Bda. 
Cav. Operat. Group HQ 
North-East front HQ, later 
North ftont 
Col. Zagorski 
Siberian Bde., later Oiv. 
Col. Kapa & Pomeranian Gp. 
Gen. Iwaszkiewicz, North 

front 

20. 1.1921 
1.6.1920 

20. 1.1921 
15.5.1921 
11.10.1920 

20. 1 .1921 
30.7.1920 

31.8.1920 

19. B.1920 
28.2.1921 
11. 0. 1920 

21.9.1920 
6.1921 

21. 1.1921 
18. B.1920 

13. B.1920 

from 1.4.20 Sorting P.u. 
Poznan 

from 4.11.20 Demob.Branch 
to 4.6.20 & from 2.10.20 

from 26.6.20 - 7 Cav.Sde. 

from 2.7.20 Gen.Smigly-Rydz 
front HQ 

from 7.20 - 10 Cav.Bde. 

from 10.a.20 - B Cav.Bde. 

never started 
13.8.1920 Gen. Karnicki Cav. Bde; 

Col. Oreszer Cav. Bde. and 
9 Cav. Bda. 3.1921 

18. 8.1920 

2.9.1920 
1.12.1920 

20. 1.1921 

20. 1.1921 
3.1921 

Gen. Osiwkowaki, later 22 
Inf. Oiv. 30.9.1920 
Gen. Latinik South Group HQ 5.1.1921 
5 Cav. Bde. 30. S.1921 
PoW Station, Lwow, later 
stryj 

PoW Station, Bialyatok 
29 Inf. Div. 

3 .1921 
3 .1921 

10.3.1921 
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L.o.c. FIELD POST OFFICES 

No. 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 
206 

Opened 

28.5.1920 

25.11.1920 
28.5.1920 
25.11.1920 
28.5.1920 
25.11.1920 
28.5.1920 
25.11.1920 
1.6.1920 
1.6.1920 

Units - Locations - Notes 

P.E.w.u. (L.o.C. fPO of the Ukrainian Army) et Winnice 
closed 10.8.1920 
reopened: at Wolkowysk, closed 30.6.1921. 
Gen. Balachowicz Group, closed 13.6.1920. 
reopened: at Kowal, closed 30.6.1921. 
D.G.E. (Expedition Group HQ) Zytomierz, closed 13.6.1920. 
reopened: at Brzesc, closed 30.6.1921. 
D.G.E. Kiev, closed 13.6.1920. 
reopened: 6 Army, closed 30.6.1921. 
Rowne, closed 10.8.1920. 
Ploskirow, closed 10.8.1920. 

(This article is reprinted from 'Polish Philatelic Review• Vol.4 No's. 21 & 22, 
May-June 1959 and July-August 1959. We are indebted to Mr Stefan Szymanski, the 
current Editor of PPR for his kind permission to allow us to reprint the article.) 

Polish Field Post 1919-20 
(Gen. J. Haller's Army) 

A Polish Army formed on French soil under the leadership of General J. Haller reached 
Poland in April and May, 1919. When still in France, units of this Army, consisting 
for the moat part of Polish volunteers in the French Army, had their o~n •secteurs 
posteaux• and datestamps (single-ringed, inscribed TRESOR ET POSTES - a date in two 
lines, in centre, and a number - at bottom) • . 

The following S.P. numbers were allocated to these Units: 
SP 21 36th Army Corps 
SP 28 63rd Inf. Oiv. 
SP 112 2nd l'larocc. Inf. Oiv. (coming from Italy) 
SP 136 68th Inf. Oiv. 
SP 155 38th Army Corps 
SP 195 74th Inf. Oiv. 
SP 197 71st Inf. Oiv. 
SP 19B 154th Inf. Oiv. 

After arrival in Poland, these numbers had been altered to 302-310, otherwise the 
French form was kept intact. Along with these, Polish datestamps were in use also, 
numbered 29-34 and 40-42. 

In September 1919, a new fPO 311 (French type) started work for the French Military 
Mission in Warsaw. 

When in January 1920 Gen. Haller•s Army was incorporated into the Polish forces, the 
datestampa of the French type were withdrawn from use, leaving the sole No. 311 working 
till March 30th 1922. 
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S.P. No. FPO No and Period Unit and Location Pol fPO No. 

28 302 IV-X/19 1st Pol.Inf.Oiv. Rowne 29 
112 303 V-X/19 2nd Pol.Inf.Div. Tarnopol 30 
136 304 V-X/19 Instr.Div. & 8th Inf.Div. 34 
155 305 V-X/19 3rd Pol. Army Corps Tarnopol 41 
195 306 V/19-1/20 6th Pol.Inf.Div. Tarnopol & Lwow 32 
197 307 v-xI/19 3rd Pol.Inf.Oiv. Zbaraz 31 
198 308 VI-XI/19 7th Pol.Inf.Oiv. Czortkow 33 

309 VI-X/19 Gen. Haller•s Army HQ. Kracow 42 
21 310 IV-X/19 1st Pol. Army Corps 40 

311 XI/19-III/20 French Military Mission Warsaw 

(This article is reprinted from 'Polish Philatelic Review• Vol.4 No.24, November
December 1959. We are indebted to Mr Stefan Szymanski, the current Editor of PPR, 
for his kind permission to allow us to reprint the article.) 

• • • 
Some Thoughts on Zemsto Paper Seals 
GEORGE 1'1.JROOCH 

The best English definition of Zemstvo is "An elected Local Authority, set up in 
accordance with the provisions of the 1864 Act which reformed Imperial Govern~ental 
Institutions". 

There were Zemstva (in English, Zemstvos) at both County (UEZD) and provincial 
(GUBERNIVA) levels throughout European Russia and just over the Urals into Siberia, 
the easternmost county seat with a Zemstvo being Shadrinsk. 

Zemstvo seals are, as described by Emil l'larcovitch, "a little-known branch of Erin
nophilia". They are, however, of considerable interest from two viewpoints: firstly, 
their nature, and secondly, their influence on the design of Zemstvo postage stamps. 

THE NATURE or ZEMSTVO SEALS 

It is probable that between 10,000 and 20,000 Governmental bodies issued seals during 
the half century from 1867 to 1917. Seals almost certainly outnumber the Zemstvo 
postage stamps issued by the 40% or so of the Counties (UEZD) between 1865 and 1917. 
In spite of this, examples of sea~s are far more difficult to find than Zemstvo post
age stamps. 

With considerable help from Or Raymond Casey, and with further assistance from Eric 
Peel, Jack Moyes, Jim Daniel, Robin Joseph, Reg Hindley and others, I have recorded 
over 1000 different envelope seals dated, in the main, between 1859 and 1917. 

The nature of the paper seals is not altogether clear. It does appear that Zemstvo 
seals had a postal significance. In many cases they acted as free franking. 

The regulations for their use are known, at least, for one year and for one county. 
(See Rossica 69: 'Three Excerpts from Schmidt and Faberge 1908-1916 - The Postal 
Rules of Bogorodsk Zemstvo, 1893 1 ). The Bo~orodsk regulations state that official 
(free of Charge) correspondence had to be sealed with an official seal and carry a 
number (presumably the number of the governmental institution in a Register). Mail 
sent without the official seal and number was considered private, and had to be 
franked. 

This method was not used by Bogoradsk alone - examples exist from Tambov and Morshansk, 
showing similar usage, but at a much earlier date than 1893. 
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Certain questions remain. Seals exist which were issued by Zemstvos which did not 
issue postage stamps. Did these seals represent free franks, or did they, in effect, 
indicate that postage had been paid in cash? 

Also, when did the 'Registry• system of free franking commence? To establish the 
date of issue of seals is very difficult in the absence of large numbers of covers. 
Seals off covers can be found relatively easily. Seals on cover are rather different. 
I know the dates of use of some 57 seals, mainly from covers, in my own collection, 
or the collections of others. Without covers, or deted seals, it is difficult to 
establish the date of issue or use. If the seals were evidence of official free 
franked meil, one would assume that their use would commence when the Zemstvo Posts 
came into operation, i.e., in the late 1860s and early 1870s. 

However, postal regulations for the use of seals as free franking predate the intro
duction of Zemstva (for example, the Rules of 1837), and I have in my collection 
three seals used prior to 1869, one of which is dated 1859. 

A further complication arises when one considers the use of Zemstvo or other envelope 
seals in combination with Imperial postage stamps or postal stationery. I have seen 
four examples of Zemstvo seals on the reverse of Imperial Postal Stationery envelopes 
sent through the Imperial Post. The exact method of use or reason for use of these 
seals is a puzzle - if they were free franks, why did they not 'pay' postage through 
the Imperial Post, or was the 'free franking' privilege only confined to carriage by 
the Zemstvo Post? What is the position regarding the use of seals issued by Zemstvos 
which never issued postage stamps, for example Akkerman, Kashin and Solvichegodsk 
Uezdi? 

One thing is certain - more research is required 1 

The following is the spread of years of use for dated seals (mainly on entires) in 
my collection: up to 1869 three, the 1870s thirteen, 1880s eighteen, 1890s nine, · 
1900s six, and the 1910s eight - total 57. Hardly a representative cross-section 
yet as the numbers are so small, but quite a plausible pattern emerges. It will be 
interesting to see if the reasonably marked 1880s peak persists when more datestamped 
material is to hand. To pursue this and other lines of free frank research the writer 
would be glad to purchase, exchange for other Cinderella material, or borrow to photo
copy seals on or off covers, in any condition. The telephone number is Epsom (03727) 
20790 evenings. 

THE INFLUENCE Of ZEl'ISTVO SEALS ON POSTAGE STAMPS ISSUED BY THE ZEl'ISTVOS 

It seems fairly clear that existing seals were used by several Zemstvos as the basis 
for the design of their postage stamps, probably because of the ease with which local 
printers could print such designs. 

The evidence comes from the dates of issue of Zemstvo stamps that are seal-like. 
Taking the pictures of stamps in the original Chuchin (1925), which add up to 625 
illustrations, plus extra stamps totalling 230 depicted in the Barefoot (1984) edition 
of Chuchin, plus 45 zamstvo postal stationery imprints catalogued by Higgins and Gage 
(1979), we note that 136 of the 900* are seal-like; just over 15 percent. By 1seel
like1 is meant round or oval without (or with faint or subordinate) straight vertical 
and horizontal sides, and usually with a circumferential inscription, and centrally a 
crest or brief phrase (corresponding to the 'for packets' so frequently observed on 
envelope seals) or the price in kopecks. 

The most interesting fact about the Zemstvo seal-like designs is that they peaked very 
early, in 1871 when 16 of the~ appeared, and four fifths of them had seen the light of 
day by 1883. In complete contrast the other non-seal-like, usually rectangular Zemstvos, 
did not have their maximum year until 1893, when 35 were issued, and it was 1897 before 
four-fifths of them had been produced. The year-by-year progression of Zemstvo designs 
is shown in fig. 1. Another way of stating the case is that in the 1860s and 1870s 
one third of al~ Zemstvo designs were seal-like; in the 1880s one-ninth were; and 

* Post-revolution designs are arbitrarily excluded; Schmidt (1934) portrays some, 
from five localities between 1918 and 1923. 
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DESIGNS FOR ZEMSTVO STAMPS 
Total 900: from Chuchin 625, Barefoot 230, Higgins & Gage 45 
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a □ 
1865 1870 

o a 
1865 1870 

□ 
1880 

□ 
1880 

thereafter under one-twentieth were. 

□ 
1890 

a 
1890 

SEAL-LIKE 136 
Chu~hin 79 
Barefoot 34 

Higgins 23 

□ 
1900 

a 
1910 

OTHERS 764 
Chuchin 546 
Barefoot 196 

Higgins 22 

□ 
1900 

a 
1910 

fig.1 

It is highly likely that the flurry of activity in 1871 which resulted in the output 
of 16 seal-like and 22 other Zemstvos stemmed directly from the promulgation on 3 
September 1870 of the Ministry of Internal Affairs circular entitled 'Rules for 
Establishment of Zemstvo Posts•. 

Turning to individual examples, the traditional red wax seal is the obvious inspira
tion for Livny's first stamp, the 1871 scalloped circle (fig.2), just as it was for 
many envelope seals: e specimen is shown in fig.3. Less wax-like but with the ancestry 
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discornible are the red {also two shades of yellow and two shades of green) oval 
Zemstvo of Vessiegonsk in 1873 (fig.4), and th~ orange (also green) oval of Lokhvitsa 
in 1902 ( fig.5). 

Another attribute of a few Zemstvoa that recalls the envelope seal pattern is a 
prominent central inscription. This states "for envelopes" on the Kirilov 1871 stamp, 
(fig.6). The non-seal-like, because square, Lubny 1879 stamp announces "annual sub
scription" and bears no value (fig.7). The 0neprovsk 1872/74 rectangles are marked 
"for letters" with value (fig.a). 

Key for figures 2 to 12 

2 Livny zemstvo seal 3 kopecks, 1871 
3 Administration of Moscow-Ryazan Railway 
4 Vessiegonak zemstvo post Tver province, price 5 kopecks, 1873 
5 Lokhvitsa zemstvo post stamp 1 kopeck, 1902 
6 Kirilov county council, for envelopes 1 lot (10 grams) 2 kopecks, 1871 
7 Lubny zemstvo rural post annual subscription, 1879 
8 0neprovsk county zemstvo stamp for letters 5 kopecks, 1872 on. 
9 Tiraspol county zemstvo board, stamp for local packets and letters, 5 kopecks, 1873 

10 Tiraspol as above, stamp for official packets without charge, 1875 
11 Mogilev branch, State Bank, seal for packets 
12 Moscow public naturalist museum, seal for packets 

2 4 5 

3 

,

1 :IE~U;K;;~L\Pb:A~ 

. DHCEM'I; 
~K. . 

I e-- : \ 
mibnToec. Ylb:1,\A. 

6 7 8 

10 11 
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16 

20 

14 

17 18 

21 

Key for figures 13 to 39 
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-~MAPKA .. 

19 

23 

.13 Kasimov county zemstvo board stamp for rural post, 1869 
14 Ananiev county zemstvo board, 1880 
15 Ananiev county zemstvo board, 1882 
16 Viatka county zemstvo board for packets 
17 Lgov county zemstvo board seal 
18 Alaksandriya zemstvo post stamp, 1870 
19 Tikhvin rural post stamp, 1871 
20 ~aloarkhangelsk county zemstvo board, 1871 
21 Kadnikov postal zemstvo stamp 3 kopecks, 1871 
22 Griazovets zemstvo post stamp 2 kopecks, 1873 
23 Veleta zamstvo post stamp 5 kopecks, 1875 
24 Kashin To~n Public Bank administration 
25 Ruza county zemstvo board 
26 ratezh county zemstvo post, 1871 on 
27 Izmail town administration, 1881 on 
28 Kazan rural post prepaid envelope, 1870 on 
29 Toropets rural post, 1871 
30 Tula county zemstvo board seal, 1868 on 
31 Ekaterinoslav county zemstvo post stamp 5 kopecks, 1872 
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36 
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32 Ekaterinoslav county zemstvo board seal 
33 Krasny county zemstvo post 3 kopecks, 1891 
34 Krasny county zemstvo board packet 

27 

31 

35 

39 

35 Riazan county zemstvo board rural post 2 silver kopecks, 1877 
36 Riazan provincial administration seal for packets 
37 Dmitriev zemstvo board 3 silver kopecks, 1871 
38 Chistopol Boys Grammar School seal for packets 
39 Evpatoria county zemstvo board 
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Both the Tiraspol stamps bear longish messages: ttfor local packets and lettersn on 
the 5k blue of 1873 (fig.9), and "for official packets without chargen on the red of 
1875 (fig.10), which therefore by rights should count as a free-frank seal! Resem
blances are clear with the undisputed envelope seals; see for example figs. 11 & 12. 

There are some other marginal cases, for instance the Kasimov horizontal diaMond that 
Chuchin dates 1869 (fig.13) and about which Herrick, according to the reprint of 
l'ligliavacca (1978), disparagingly remarks nNo value. This stamp is probably only an 
official seal." Herrick also shows four Ananiev official stamps (page B of Miglia
vacca), two of which I have seen and reproduce as figs. 14 and 15, dated 1880 and 
1882. Aleo unpriced, these are so similar to other envelope seals, such as in figs. 
16 end 17 (from two other stamp-issuing uyezda, Lgov and Viatka) that their status 
as zemetvos should be forfeit, a decision that Chuchin did, in fact, make as he failed 
to list the Anariiev- seals. 

Lees controversial are the zemstvos with no value printed, but an understood rate. 
These comprise, as well as the Lubny example at fig.7, an Alekaandriya 1870 ci..rcular 
stamp (fig.18) which sold for 10k and is famous because of its resemblance to the 
Alexandria (USA) 1846 postmaster's provisional, s Tikhvin rectangular 1871 and a 
Maloarkhangelsk seal-like 1871, figs. 19 and 20 respectively, (each being equivalent 
to a 5k stamp). Indeed in 1876 for Maloarkhangelsk a manuscript addition of 5 and 
K is recorded, either side . of the shield. 

Another attribute of the Maloarkhangelsk issue is that it is handstampad. Similar 
zemstvo stamps, but stating the price, were produced for Kadnikov 1871, Griazovetsk 
1B73 and Valets 1875 (figs. 21 to 23). There are very comparable handstsmps that did 
duty as free-frank seals (figs 24 & 25). · 

Imprinted seal-like zematvos with no value indicated include those on fatezh envelopes 
1871 onwards (4k blue and 6k red, design as fig.26), Izmail 1BB1-B3 (fig.27), which 
sold et 10k to 20k, Kazan 1B70 onwards (fig.28) at 4k to 6k, Toropets 1871 (fig.29), 
costing 5k or 1Dk, and Tula 1868 onwards (fig.30), first colourless embossed then 
blue, then purple, all at 5k. 

The distinctive 1787 commemorative stamp produced by Ekaterinoslav as a seal-like 
zemstvo in 1B72 (fig.31) has its counterpart in an envelope seal from the same town 
(fig.32). family likenesses between square formats is brought out by the portrayal 
of coats of arms (e.g. Krazny 1891 zemstvo (fig.33), and envelope seal (fig.34), and 
by the disposition of lines, stars, ornaments, etc. (There ·are Irbit and Kolomna 
examples, and see the Riazan 1877 zemstvo design (fig.35), compared with en envelope 
seal of Riazan provincial administration (fig.36). 

finally, as rega_rds relationships between zemstvos and envelope seals, the Dmitriev 
1871 issue is intriguing as it is both seal-like and displays more prominently than 
all other zemstvo stamps (i.e. taking up a larger proportion of the stamp area avail
able) the Romanov double eagle badge, (fig.37), a very common feature among seals 
(figs.38 and 39). ' 

There are still many questions to be answered regarding Russian envelope seals. Their 
function and manner of use, routes followed, and regulations governing their validity 
and usage are being investigated by Tatiana Rutkowska. The .seals need cataloguing, 
scru1-·1lous dating where that proves possible, calculations of numbers printed and 
numbers used, again involving detective work, probably coupled with guesstimation and 
identification of printers and perhaps artists. It would also be interesting to 
investigate printing methods, and the trend in designs and formats throughout the 
years. 

~uch work remains to be done! 
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Soviet Field Post Office in Siberia 
during the Russian Civil War 

R.L. JOSEPH 

Illustration 1 shows the cancellation of 'field Post Office No.66' dated 20 July 1920 
on a piece of a money order card (PEREVOO PO POCHT). 

The location of Civil War field Post Offices is, under normal circumstances, impossible 
unless the cancel is on cover. fortunately, in this case, there is an arrival postmark 
on the reverse of the piece (illustration 2). This cancel is 1UKRAINSKOE AKMOL', dated 
11 August 1920. In 1916 this office was a VOLOST PRAVLENIE, handling all types of cor
respondence, in OMSK UEZD, the nearest Post Office (or the Post Office to ~hich the 
Ukrainskoe office was subordinate) being ISIN-KUL (P.T.K.). 

In theory, the cancel could be · of the despatch, transit or arrival office. I feel that 
i t is more likely to be arrival than transit, in view of the nature of the Post Office. 
Because of the relatively short time between the dates of the two cancels, it seems 
probable that field Post Office 66 was located in Akmolinsk Oblast, or fairly near to 
this area, which would mean that the field Post Office was operated by the Red Army. 

Has anyone seen other examples of this postmark, which could extend the period of use 
or identify the unit? Have members other · examples of field Post Offices, either White 
Army or Red Army? 
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Siberia: Some aspects of its postal history 
P.E. ROBINSON 

Siberia is vest. It stretches over 4,400 miles from east to west, and 2,200 miles 
from north to south. By the modern •western• definition, which includes what is tech
nically the Soviet Far East, its area is nearly 5,000,000 square miles, making it over 
twice the area of European Russia and larger than either China or the u.s,A. Its 
severe climate is also legendary and, though the Siberian summer can be very warm, 
it is short, while the long winters can be very severe, with temperatures of minus 
4o0 c being common, and frequently even colder. The severe climate, and the vast dist
ances involved, together with often difficult terrain, have meant that Siberia has 
remained relatively undeveloped until recent years - indeed the name Siberia means 
'sleeping land'. 

As in other respects, the post in Siberia was very slow in developing, though its 
history can be traced back to the first days of Russian expansion into Siberia in the 
sixteenth century. In 1581 the Tsar Ivan IV 'The Terrible' with help from the rich 
merchant Anika Stroganofr sent the Cossack Yermak Timofeyevich and an armed body of 
men across the Ural mountains into Siberia, which was then largely controlled by the 
Tatars. Late in 1582, Yermak's force defeated the Tatars under Kuchum Khan. Yermsk 
then dispatched an emissary to Ivan with a letter informing him of the defeat of the 
Tatars and the annexation of the eastern lands to the Russian state. This letter was 
the first carried from Siberia of which there is any definite record. 

Ivan then began to strengthen his control of Siberia. Although Yermak himself was 
killed in 1584 during a surprise attack by the Tatars, further bands ' of Cossacks pour
ed into Siberia and set up 'ostrogs', that is stockaded wooden fortresses, and general
ly established Russian control over large areas of the country. Their main motive was 
the exploitation of the fur trade, as Siberia's forests abounded in fur-bearing animals 
such as mink and sable. 

The first Siberian post-stations ('yams') were set up between 1598 and 1600. Prior to 
this most of the people who travelled in Siberia went along the rivers, but in 1598 
Artemy Babynov established a post road from Solikamsk to verkhotury and on to Tyumen, 
and established the Tyumen yam. The distance from Solikamsk to Verkhotury was 250 
versts (1 verst ~~mile), and from Verkhotury to Tyumen 700 versts. Further routes 
were established during the early seventeenth century, and many of the Russian settlers 
who began to migrate to Siberia were recruited to help with the post. Peter the Great 
began the first really regular postal service in Siberia, on the advice of the head 
postmaster Vinius, and used prisoners-of-war as a source of cheap labour for the new 
service. 

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the system of posts and post-roads in 
Siberia became more and more complex, but compared with European Russia the carriage 
of mail in Siberia was fraught with difficulties. The mail was carried by sleigh in 
winter and by boat or horse-drawn vehicles in summer, but in spring and autumn when 
the rivers began to freeze, huge chunks of ice floating down the fast-flowing rivers 
brought most traffic to a atop. Depending on the season, it could therefore take many 
months for a letter to be carried from central Siberia into Europe. 

In the eyes of the Russian government, Siberia was regarded as both a useful source 
of wealth in the form of furs, and a convenient place to which to send 'undesirables•, 
and many convicts end, later, political exiles were sent to Siberia, many of whom 
never returned. 

However, by mid-nineteenth century Siberia's untold wealth began to be tapped, and its 
mineral resources, forests and agricultural land began to be developed. It clearly 
needed a railway. The idea of a railway across Siberia was first put forward in the 
1850's, but the Trans-Siberian Railway was not built until the 1890 1s. In 1891 the 
Tsarevich Nicholas (later Tsar Nicholas II) began the construction of the railway at 
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Vladivostok by loading the first barrowful of earth, and construction then proceeded 
rapidly. The section from Vladivostok to Khabarovsk and the River Amur was one of the 
first sections to be built, for the Japanese had designs on Manchuria, as Russia had 
also, and it was considered important to link Vladivostok, hemmed in by low mountains, 
with the Amur supply route. 

By 1904 the railway was complete between Moscow and Vladivostok, apart from the diffi
cult section around the southern shore of Lake Seikel which was not built until a 
little later. In the meantime, passengers and goods were carried across the lake by 
two ice-breakers, the 1 Baikal 1 and the 'Angara•, which had been built, in sections, in 
England and sent out to the lake to be re-erected there. Originally, the line was built 
partly on Chinese territory. By agreement with the Chinese government, a •short-cut• 
was taken across Manchuria - the Chinese Eastern Railway - a line which was built and 
operated by the Russians and later provided access to the port of Oalni (Port Arthur). 
Later, when the value of a railway entirely on Russian territory had been appreciated, 
a line was built along the Shilka and Amur rivers and was completed in 1916 - this is 
the Trans-Siberian Railway as we know it today. 

The railway revolutionised the carriage of mail, and also led to a great increase in 
the number of settlers who moved to Siberia to escape the famine and harsh conditions 
which sometimes existed in European Russia. A system of travelling post offices was set 
up along the Trans-Siberian Railway and was very well-run and efficient. The railway 
soon became popular with diplomats, businessmen and others who wished to travel from 
Europe to the far East, as the journey, for example, from Paris to Shanghai could be 
accomplished in a little over two weeks, much quicker than the ssa route. 

Curing the first World war a great many prisoners-of-war were sent to camps in Siberia, 
in particular Austro-Hungarians, and the vast amout of censored mail which emanated 
from these camps forms an interesting aspect of Siberia's postal history. Later, during 
the civil war period, Siberia became a stronghold of counter-revolutionary forces. Even 
before the war had ended the 'Czechoslovak Legion• had gained control of much of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway in their struggle for repatriation, and afterwards governments 
were set up under Admiral Kolchak and others which opposed the Bolsheviks and hoped to 
reverse the revolution. Britain, the u.s.A., Japan etc. also helped in this regard, and 
sent forces to Siberia to support the counter-revolutionaries. All this turmoil is very 
well documented in the contemporary covers and postmarks, and some of the districts, 
such as the Transbaikal region and the far Eastern Republic issued their own stamps. 

following the establishment of Soviet power in Siberia in the mid-1920's, some sort of 
order returned to the country and it continued to be developed, a process that continues 
today. Air travel made a great difference to communications, particularly to the remote 
regions, where the local tribespeople often went directly from riding horses to riding 
in aeroplanes. However, in the field of communications the greatest development which 
is taking place at present is the building of the Baikalo-A111Urskaya ~agistral or BA~, 
the railway being built to the north of the existing Trans-Siberian Railway. This will 
stretch from the junction of Taishet, ~etween Krasnoyarsk and Irkutsk, through Bratek 
and to the north of Lake Baikal, and on to the Amur at Komsomolsk, where it will join 
the existing line to the port of Sovietskaya Gavan on the Pacific coast. This line, 
over 2,000 miles long, will greatly shorten the distance to the Pacific and will dev
elop a whole new vest area of the country. The post in Siberia will therefore continue 
to develop along with the country in general. 

POSTAL MARKINGS 

During the whole of the pre-stamp period, the amount of mail carrted in Siberia was 
very small, and material is correspondingly very scarce. However, pre-adhsive covers 
from Siberia are occasionally met with, as figs. 1 to 3. The mark shown in fig. 1 was 
used et Qmsk in 1836, fig.2 at Tobolsk in 1828, and fig.3 at Tomek in 1831. Similar 
straight-line marks can be found on letters from other Siberian towns. 

The series of numeral postmarks followed, and, as else~here in Russia, circular date
stamps began to be used later in the 19th century. It is not an easy subject to study, 
as little has been published on Siberian postmarks, but figs. 4 to 6 show examples of 
cds's used in the 1890 1s. Note that in the case of the Alzamai eds, fig.s, the day has 
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maooA CK'/, moMCKb 

1. 0111sk 1836 2. Tobolsk 1828 3. To1118k 1831 

4. l'\l.nueinsk Yanisai Govt. S. Alza111ai Irkutsk Govt . 6. 0111sk 
Post & Telegraph Office Poat Office Post & Telegraph Office 

7. 8lagoveshchansk 8. Zaigrayevo, Transbaikalia 9. Irkutsk 

10. Krasnoyarsk 
Railway Post Office 

11. Postal Wagon No. 241 12. Irkutsk Station 
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13. 14. Used at Khabarovsk 

16. Used at Novonikolaevsk 

HPXYTC}C 
eoeH. U8H3. 
ops. X!20 

15. Used at Irkutsk 

~ UEH3. ! 
17. Used on a card 

from Khabarovsk 

been inserted in manuscript. This was common practice in the case of smaller offices, 
often the whole of the date being written by hand. 

Later marks were normally double-ring cds's as elsewhere, and figs. 7 to 9 show exam
ples of these. A wide variety of sizes and types of double-ring eds exist. In the case 
of smaller towns they often include the name of the district. 

following the construction of the railway, station and TPO marks began to be used. 
These followed the usual pattern of being circular until about 1904, and then oval
shaped thereafter, although exceptions occurred. fig.10 shows an early mark of Krasnoy
arsk Station, and fig.11 a circular 'Postal Wagon No.241' of the Irkutsk-Chits section. 
fig. 12 shows an oval mark of Irkutsk Station, and fig.13 an oval 'Krasnoyarsk-197-
Irkutsk' mark. figs. 14 to 17 show markings which can be found on prisoner-of-er cards 
sent from Siberian camps during the first World War. These were generally transmitted 
to Vienna, where they were sorted and despatched. These examples are only s few of the 
many different marks which can be found on this type of mail. 

Tsarist-type postmarks continue to be used well into the Soviet period in Siberia; 
they were presumably replaced only when they became worn or broken. The whole subject 
of Siberian postmarksi3a very complicated and interesting one, and it is clear that a 
great deal of research work ia yet to be done. 

Maps to aid Russian Postal History Studies 
GEORGE PIUROOCH 

Did you know that there is a place in London where members of BSRP can consult, free 
end without appointment, literally hundreds of maps of Russia, of all kinds, agea and 
scales, including scores that ere of direct relevance to postal history in the 19th 
and 20th centuries? This rich cartographic storehouse is the ~ap Library of the 
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Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore, London SW7 (Tube stations South Ken
sington or Knightsbridge). 

As well as atlases and map sheets the RGS has a compandious book library, also open to 
the public free of charge, but with the difference that an appointment does have to be 
made by writing to the Librarian. 

Another excellent source of maps available to bona fide researchers of a subject is 
the British Museum, Great Russell Street, London WC1. Their screening of applicants 
who wish to consult material is very thorough. 

The following list is of atlases and maps of particular interest to the student of 
Russian Postal History. I have concentrated on the holdings of the RGS, but have also 
added information on a few early items in the British Museum, where these supplement 
the RGS Map Holdings. 

In general, it is not possible to borrow maps from the RGS (or B~). However there are 
adequate facilities for viewing in the Reading Room, including huge flat tablas. Hours 
of opening are from 10am to 5pm Mondays to Fridays. The RGS offers a photocopying 
service at 11pence per smallish sheet. This service is available to visitors. 

The list is in chronological order from 1800 to 1927. There are vast numbers of ■ape 
after 1927 which have not, as yet, been listed. The list is by no means comprehensive 
- it only covers one quarter to one third of the maps catalogued by the RGS which 
were dated during the 19th century. I have concentrated on the early 1870s, being a 
period when the Russian Post Office was very active. 

Abbreviations used are: 
SPB = st. Petersburg 
R = Russian E = English F = French G = German 
m = million cm= centimetres 
RGS = Royal Geographical Society BM = British Museum sn = shelf number 

The publisher, pre-1917, is the Imperial Government in St. Petersburg, unless other
wise indicated. 

1800 - A. Vilbrekht, Carte G$n,rale de l'Empire de Aussie. 
SPB (F), 68 x 146 cm, shows Gouvernements. RGS sn G 24. 

1812 - I. Oanilov, Karte des Europ!ischen und eines Theils Asiatischen Russischen 
Reichs mit Poststrassen und Gouvernements, 1:2,300,000, Vienna (G), publisher 
T. Mollo, 12 sheets 35 x 42 cm. RGS sn s/G 7. 

1812 c. Sanson, Carte des Routes de Paste de la Russia Europeenne, 1:2,500,000, 
Paris (F), publisher Depot Gen~ral de la Guerre, 160 x 120 cm. 8~ sn 35830(153). 

1829 - A. Makarov, Pochtovaya Karta Rossiskoy Imperii, SPB (R), 8 sheets. 
BM sn 35795 (30) 

1829 - v. Pyadishev, Geografichesky Atlas Rossiskoy Imperii, SPB (RF), 60 sheets, 
41 x 48 cm. RGS sn B 142. 

1834 v. Pyadishev, another edition, as 1829 but contains 83 sheets. BM an 143cc3g. 
1863 P. Tyutikov, Karta Aziyetskoy Rossii - Izdaniya Pochtovim Oepartamentom, 

1:8,400,000, SPB (R), 2 sheets 53 x 56 cm. BM sn 42872 (2). 

1869 I. Vilson, Atlas Economique et Statistique de la Aussie d'Europe, SPB (RF), 
folio. BM sn 145a 25. 

1870 - v. Gartman, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Telegraph Map of the Russian Empire, 
SPB (R), 4 sheets 75 x 60 cm. RGS sn G42. 

1871 - A. Ilyin, Postal Map of Asiatic Russia, 1:10M, SPB (A), 49 x 120 cm. RGS an GB. 

1872 - A. Ilyin, Railways of the Russian Empire, 1:4,2000 000, SPB (A), 2 sheets 
45 x 73 cm. RGS sn G 43. 

1872 - A. Shevilyev, also an 1899 edition, Railways of European Russia and Siberia, 
1:3M and for Asia 1:16M, SPB (A), 4 sheets 66 x 50 cm. RGS sn G 27. 

1874 - A. Ilyin, Statistical Atlas of Russia, SPB (R), 45 sheets 46 x 33 cm. RGS an 5H4. 
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1875 •- A. Ilyin, Karta Aziyatskoy Rossii, 1:SM, SPB (R), 4 sheets 78 x 53 cm. 
RGS sn G 12. 

1876 - M. Venyukov, Ethnographic Map of Asiatic Russia, 1:10M, SPB (R), 45 x 72 cm. 
RGS sn G 7. 

1878 - G. Lyuailin, Karta Aziyatskoy Rossii, 1:5M, SP~ (R), 105 x 146 cm. RGS sn G 87. 

1886 - A. Ilyin, Atlas of the Russian Empire, SPB (R), 71 sheets sh~wing 249 maps, 
55 x 68 cm, good for European and Ural Uazd boundaries. RGS sn C 148. 

1894 - M. Bolsheva, Karta Aziyatskoy Rossii, 1:4,200,000, SPB (R), publisher Voyanno
Topograficheaky Otdyel, 8 sheets 49 x 71 cm. RGS sn G 25. 

1898 - P. Antropov, financial and Statistical Atlas of Russia, SPB (R), publisher 
A.f. Marx. RGS sn 8E33. 

1903 - A. Ilyin, Steamboat, Railway and Postal Routes of the Russian Empire, 1:4,200,000 
and for Asia 1:8,400,000, SPB (R), 2 sheets 63 x 74 cm. RGS sn G 51. 

1903 - E. Koversky, Russian Empire and Adjacent States, compiled for the Tenth Anni
versary of the Siberian Railway Committee, 1:B,400,000, SPB (R), 4 sheets 
40 x 68 cm. RGS sn G 52. 

1908 - D.M.Rudnyev, Railways and Waterways of the Russian Empire, SPB (R), 3 sheets 
88 x 65 cm. RGS sn G 53. 

1912 Post and Telegraph Departments, Map of Posts and Telegraphs in the Russian 
Empire, SPB (R), 9 sheets 78 x 70 cm. RGS sn G 25. 

1923 Office of Statistics and Cartography, Communications of the RSFSR, 1:6,300,000, 
Petrograd {R), 3 sheets 83 x 51 cm. RGS sn G 34. 

1927 - Akademi Nauk, Ethnographic Map of Siberia compiled from the 1897 Census and 
later data, 1:6,soo,ooo, Leningrad (REF), 2 sheets 40 x 125 cm. RGS sn G 4. 

Deciding what to leave out of this list, with space considerations in mind, from among 
boxfuls of index cards at the RGS was a difficult and subjective exercise, and I am 
sorry if any gems have been omitted. Even more difficult has been the choice of an 
initial postally orientated map to copy for the convenience of those who cannot spend 
hour upon hour in Kensington. My final selection from the late Imperial period - the 
1903 Ilyin, a clearer map in many ways than the 1912 Post and Telegraph issue. In 17 
photocopied sheets, each A3 size with wide white margins for notes and generous over
laps, the 1903 Ilyin map, showing all postal routes and distances along them in versts, 
is available from me at £5 a set, either in BSRP meetings or by special arrangement 
(telephone evenings Epsom 20790). 

It is intended, when time permits, that BSRP will be reproducing these and other maps, 
either in the Journal or as inserts, and the Editor will be organising the reproduction 
of maps later in the year. 

In the meantime, it will be a pleasure for me to discuss with members any Russian 
cartographical or geographical enquiries or problems which they may have. 

* * * * * 
Historic Stamps of the Crimea 
Reprinted from STAMP COLLECTING 14 February 1921, by kind permission of 
Douglas Muir, Editor of. Stamp Collecting. 

Messrs. Bright & Son have acquired a sheet of the last provisional .postage issued by 
General Wrangel just before his flight from the Crimea, this consisting of the 1 kopeck 
value, perf., of Russia, surcharged with a four-line overprint in black, meaning, when 
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CRIMEA 100r on 1 kop. Chart showing setting and position of varieties. 

AFN EN E D DN AD F EN HOR D 
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 

EHN FR AL FN FN KL N H L 
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 

D D N FN FN 8 N N L N 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 

FN FL FN HNO BKN N N HP 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 

8 CIN AN FR 0 N N G 
1 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 

NR N K ENR R N A EN N FN 
1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 

L BFIN N GLN LNR N BLN N NP IN 
1 1 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 

JN BFN IN N LN MN N N N C 
1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 

I K BN EN N N 
1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 

JL AO BE GN 0 I 

2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

translated, "South Russia, 100 roubles". Evidently there was a greet scarcity of type, 
and all kinds and varieties of figures and letters seem to have been used in setting 
up the sheet. Messrs. Bright have been carefully through the sheet in their possession, 
and have been good enough to compile, especially for readers of this journal, a list 
of the chief varieties that can be found, with the numbers showing their position on 
the sheet. It will be observed that some of the varieties are to be found OA the same 
stamp. The "100" is also to be found in three different positions. 

varieties 

A. Small 11 111 • Nos. 1,6,14,43,57,92 on sheet. 
B. 11 111 with short serif. · Noa. 26,37,41,62,67,72,B3,93 on sheet. 
c. Thicker 111" without serif at foot. Nos. 42,BO on sheet. 
D. Narrow "011 in 100. Noa. 4,5,6,10,21,22 on sheet. 
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E. First 11011 narrow. Nos. 2,3,8,11,26,54,58,84,93 on sheet. 
F. Second 11011 narrow. Nos. 1,7,13,15,16,24,25,32,33,34,44,60,72 on sheet. 
G. First non smaller. Nos. 49,64,65 on sheet. · 
H. Second 11011 smaller. Nos. 9,11,19,36,40 on sheet. 
I. First non larger. Nos. 42,62,70,73,81,97 on sheet. 
J. Second 11011 larger. Nos. 71,91 on sheet. 
K. Small npn in "Py611e11 11 • Nos. 17,37,53,82 on sheet. 
L. Small "Y" in "Py6nei!11 • Nos. 14,17,20,29,33,61,64,65,67,75,91 on sheet. 
M. "Y" with long sloping tail in "Py611elfn. No. 76 on sheet. 
N. npn in "POCCH1" without serifs. Nos. 2,3,5,8,11,15,16,18,23,24,25,27,28,30,32.,34, 

36,37,38,39,42,43, 46,48,51,52,54,56,S8,59,60,62 to 79,83,8a,85,86,95 on sheet. 
O. Wide top to npn in npocCH1". Nos. 9,45,92,96 on sheet. 
P. Large first 11 cn in "POCCU!". Nos. 40,59 on sheet. 
Q. First "C" 14i th serif in "POCCIW'. No. 37 on sheet. 
R. Accent over last Russian character. Nos. 9,13,44,51,54,55,65 on sheet. 

Different positions of n1oon 

1,; 11 111 over 11611 • All numbers on sheet, except the following: 
2. 11 111 over "Y"• Nos. 2,3,5,7,8,9,10,14,15,17,18,20,23,2S,27,28,30,33,35,37,38,39,40, 

43,45,48,50,53,58,59,60,65,67,68,70,73,75,78,80,83,85,88,90,91,93,100 on sheet. 
3. 11111 over 11.11". Nos. 47,63 on shee't. 

In the subjoined chart, showing the entire setting of the sheet, the letters at the 
top represent the different varieties enumerated in the foregoing list, and where 
they occur. The numbers at the bottom represent the different positions of the "100". 

NEWS FROM MEMBERS 
Mr c. Warfvinge, Ronnholmsgrand 57, 12742 Skarholmen, Sweden, informs us that he and 
some Swedish collectors have formed a club which, from 1 January 1984, is a member 
of the Philatelic (Federation) of Sweden. Membership is small and based in Stockholm, 
but ~r Warfvinge hopes that collectors in other parts of Sweden will become members 
of the club. 

Mr Per-Anders Erixcn, G:a varmdovagen 4x, 5-13100 Nacke, Sweden, is the secretary and 
Mr Warfvinge is the president of the club. 

NEWS OF FORTHCOMING LITERATURE 
Peter Michalove has informed us that he and David Skipton are working on a book about 
pre-Soviet Postal Censorship. The book is to be published by Rossica in 1987. 

Would any member with unrecorded or unusual markings or usages, please contact Mr 
Michalove. His address is 307 s. McKinley, Champaign, Illinois 61821, USA. 

NOTES ON MAPS 
Following the invaluable work done by George Murdoch, the Editor has started to obtain 
photostats of large-scale maps of Russia. These are now out of copyright and it is the 
intention, the Treasurer permitting, to enclose at least one map with each Journal in 
the future. The first map is one in the series published originally by the German Gen
eral Staff in the First World War, and is R 19 Uschpol, 1:100000. It is one of the 
'Black' maps of Latvia. For production reasons, it has had to be slightly reduced in 
size from the original. 
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Reviews of New Literature 
LATVIAN COLLECTOR NO. 36 {10th Anniversary Numuer) April 1983 - March 1984 

Non-periodical publication of Latvian Collector Inc. (a non-profit organisation). 
Subscription rate: U.S. & Canada$ a.so for 3 issues; all other countries US~ 10. 

Available from P.O. Box 5403, San Mateo, California 94402, USA. 

Computers are becoming more and more important in modern life. In philately, however, 
their use has been somewhat limited. This issue of Latvian Collector shows what can 
be done 1 

Ivers Rozentals and Mike Renfro have, vary successfully, used a computer in their 
article "Standard Cancellations of Latvia in Reverse Alphabetical Order". This is a 
computer produced list of Latvian Post Offices in alphabetical order, reversed. For 
example: 1st 

2nd 
3rd 
4th 

entry 
entry 
entry 
entry 

KARZD~!!8 
VARI~~8 
VIEN!118 
CEKg18 

The list makes it possible .to identify postmarks where the first letters are not on 
the stamps. This is a first-class idea - anyone feel liko trying it with Russian 
Post Offices 7 Somehow I fear not, in view of the sheer weight of numbers 1 The 
authors are to be congratulated, as is Latvian Collector, on a most interesting use 
of computers in philately. 

Other articles in this issue include "Latvian Rifleman Regiments (of IIIW1}" by the 
late A. Petrevics; "Latvian Germenica"by A. Engel, including interesting background 
information on the subjects of many Latvian stamp designs; and "Picture Postcards", 
Literature t!otes and "Trends in Latvian Stamp Prices" by ft;. Tirums. 

A most interesting Journal. 

VESTNIK SVYAZI : Rossica Society Library List of Articles concerning the Post 1957 
- 1983. Compiled by David r;,. Skipton. Total number of titles in the list 1002; pp125. 

"Vestnik Svyazi", according to the Editorial dictionary means, literally, "Herald of 
Communications". A figurative translation would be "Communications News". 

This magazine appears to be the 'house journal' of the c,inistry of Communications of 
the USSR. It contains an enormous amount of information on modern Soviet postal his
tory, especially when one considers that the list is far from complete, as noted by 
Mr Skipton, because certain issues were not available. Supplements to this list will, 
therefore, appear from time to time, as the missing issues are discovered. 

The l.ist is a first-class pioce of work, and our thanks are due to Mr Skipton for the 
enormous amount of work which he has oarried out. Perhaps some of the articles in 
"'Jestnik Svyazi" could be translated and published in 8JRP 7 Topics covered appear to 
be of more than passing interest to Soviet specialists. for example, there are art
icles on improvements to mail handliny at l•,oscow, mail delivery in the Kazakh SSR, 
computers and the posts, mail delivery problems at the Kursk Post Office ••• 

Translators please 7 - R.L.J. 

FRANCE-URSS PHILATELIE Nos. 66 (November 1983; and 67 {May 1984} In Franch. 
Journal of the Cercle Philatelique rrance--URSS, 61 Rue Boissiere, Paris-16e, France. 
Subscription 100 FF Adults (in France) and 140 FF Adults (Abroad}. 

Contents of issue 66 include the fourth section of an article by M. Liphschutz on 
'The post in RSFSR and USSR between November 1917 and October 1923', covering the end 
of the Third Period, 1~ August 1921 to April 1922, and the special case of Turkestan 
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1919-21, with seventeen illustrations of covers, money order cards and parcel cards 
used during this period. Next comes an illustrated article on the 'forgeries of the 
1883 High Values• by I. Maslowski; an anonymous article on the rarest cancellation 
of Russian China (the provisional cancellation of Pekin 1900, following the Boxer 
Rebellion); and a note of a strange Postal Stationery cover (10 kopeck 1872 issue) 
surcharged with 5 kop. on tha four sides of the stamp. 

Contents of issue 67 are 'Censor Marks of Petrograd 1 by R. Bedin, using the article 
in BJRP 42 I.Jy Messrs Casey and Evans; a short anonymous note on two r·;anchurian towns 
from where mail is known to exist but whose cancellations are still unrecorded; and 
an .article by I. Maslowski on the 'Polar Bear• Post Offices, with a map and illustr
ations of postmarks and covers. 

- R.L.J. 
SOVIET COLLECTOR tJO. 21, 1983 

Major articles in this issue include •on the History of the St. Petersburg Post: the 
Post of st. Peteraburg after the introduction of postage stamps in Russia' by M. 
Dobin, pages 3-22, which includes a specialised listing of St. Petersburg cancellat
ions, and 'Postage Stamps of the Carpatho-Ukraine• (1945), by v. Petretskii, pages 
23-41, which is a highly specialised article. Then comes •on the History of Zemstvo 
Post: Zemstvo Post of Oukhovshinsk County•, pages 42-50, and 1 Nolinsk County•, pages 
50-57, by o. Kutsnetsov, which are highly specialised articles on stamps, postal 
history, routes and rates. 

There follow articles on the Greek Olympic issues 1896-1906; 'The Post of Estonia 
1940-41 1 by A. Linnard and N. Mandrovskii (highly specialised); and 'Kiev on Illus
trated (Picture) Postcards'. The remainder of the issue has articles on coins, med
als, badges and banknotes. 

A report appeared in this issue of the deaths of K.A.Berngard; V.V. Lobachevskii, 
S.M. Blekhman and D.V. Kutsnetzov. Their deaths are much regretted; much of the in
formation coming out of Russia in recent years has been due to their efforts. 

News of the Soviet Collector for 1984 is most interesting, in particular 'Postal 
Tariffs of Pre-Revolutionary Russia'. Again ••• translators, please t - R.L.J. 

AALAND ISLES: POST OFFICES ANO THEIR CANCELLATIONS 1812-1982 by Eero J. Helkio. In 
Finnish, Swedish and English. 96 pages. Published by Oy Kaj Hellman Ltd., Lansan 
Kallio 3c, SF-02610 Espoo 61, Finland. (No price stated). 

This well-produced handbook appeared in Finland in 1982 and gives a splendidly ill
ustrated listing of cancellations recorded from the Finnish P.O.s located on the 
Aaland Islands, in the Gulf of Finland, for which special issues of postage stamps 
have recently been made. 

Ten years ago, BJRP No 50 published a lengthy article on this same subject, by the 
late Or A.H. Wortman, and this was 'followed by further comments and illustrations 
from members both here and in Finland. An interesting subject and well worth atten-
tion. 

- P.T.A. 

THE RUSSIAN POST IN THE EMPIRE, TURKEY, CHINA AND THE POST IN THE KINGDOM Of POLAND 
by s.v. Prigara, originally published in Russian, New York, 1941. English language 
translation by David M. Skipton: Rossica Translation No.1, 1981. 196 pages plus. 
17 plates. Printed on art paper, hard bound. 

Cost$ 40 plus postage to non-members of Rossica: orders may be placed with the 
President, Treasurer or Librarian of Rossica. 

There is an enormous amount of information in 11 Prigara11 which is useful to Russian 
collectors. Unfortunately, because of language difficulties, access to this for 
non-Russian-speaking collectors has been limited. for many years only extracts have 
been available in English: for example, the 'Dots• cancellation lists, TPO lists 
and so on. 
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This situation has no~ been remedied. Rossica has published an English language trans
lation by Rossica Librarian David M. Skipton. Our thanks are due to him for a first
class job of translation, which must have been a real labour of love, and to Rossica, 
for a very high quality publication, which deserves high marks at any International 
Exhibition. 

Although research in the last forty years has corrected some of the opinions held in 
the book, "Prigara" remains a standard reference, and should be on the shelves of all 
Russian specialists. 

- R.L.J. 

YAl'ISHIK Nos. 13 (November 1983) and 14 (June 1984). 

Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. Secretary: P.J. Campbell, 
P.O. Box 5722, Station A, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1P2. 

The Canadian Society goes from strength to strength, and this is clearly shown by 
their Journal. Both issues include the regular features covering 'Correspondence 
with Canada', the translation of Schmidt's 'Postage Stamps issued by the Zemstvos', 
reviews of literature, 'Collectors Corner• (advertise~ents) etc. 

The first issue of the RSfSR (the 'Chainbreakers') does not at first sight appear to 
be particularly interesting from a philatelic viewpoint. However, first impressions 
can be misleading ••• Number 13 contains an article by N.J. Sheppard on this issue, 
and its subsequent use as postage due stamps, which is the most detailed, specialis
ed and advanced study of these stamps which this reviewer has ever seen. It covers 
pages 5 to 59. Other articles include a short note by J. Marcovitch on 'Baltic Equi
valent of Zemstvo to Zemstvo Covers' (Warden to Tikhvin); a report on 'Brasiliana 83 1 

by A.Cronin; and an article on the Tsar•s collection by the Rev. L.L. Tann. There 
follow articles on 'Imperial Correspondence in Universal Languages• by P.J. Campbell 
and A. Cronin, (covering artificial languages in the 19th century); a warning by 
P.J. Campbell about modern Soviet missing colours, short notes by A. Cronin on 'A 
Paraguayan Card sent to St. Petersburg', end Addendum-2 by A.Cronin to the articles 
on Carpatho-Ukrainian Postal History. 

Number 14 has a very useful article by M. Shmuely and A. Cronin on the Soviet Posts 
in western Byelorussia 1939-1941 (pages 4-33)J an article by Or R.C. Smith on 'Mark
ings of the Canadian Expeditionary Force in Siberia', which breaks new ground on 
censor markings; and a most useful illustrated survey of the'Postal History of 
Wenden (Casis) Local Posts. 

- R.L.J. 

EUROPEAN PHILATELY Series 

Published by J. Barefoot Ltd, PO Box B, York Y03 7BE, England. 

J. Barefoot has, in recent years, published a number of handbooks of interest to 
Russian collectors. 

The latest is European Philately 15, which is a reprint of the catalogue of Russian 
Zemstvos by F.G. Chuchin, in English. The text is original, but the layout and illus
trations have been improved. The book is spiral bound, card cover, A4 size, 90 pages, 
and costs £8. 

The original English edition of Chuchin has, for a long time, been out of print and, 
for all practical purposes, unobtainable. Mr Barefoot has performed a very useful 
service in reprinting this catalogue. 

European Philately 12 is entitled 'Latvia Map Stamps', and costs £2. This booklet of 
36 pages, AS size, is a fairly comprehensive guide to the issue, and should be in all 
collectors' libraries. 

European Philately 11 is an illustrated, priced, catalogue of Georgia, printed on A4 
size paper, 66 pages. Cost is £6. 

European Philately 9 is an illustrated, priced, catalogue of Baltic States Revenues, 
40 pages. Cost is £4. 
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European Philately 6 is a specialised listing of 1915-1919 Poland locals of 123 pages. 
Cost is £6.50. 

Additionally to the European Philately series, Mr Barefoot is publishing a series of 
forgery & Reprint Guides, which cost £1 each and are well worth buying. Titles publish
ed to date which are of interest to collectors of Russia and associated states, are: 

No. 3 Armenia 1922 Pictorials 
No. 4 Armenia 1923 Pictorials 
No. 9 Latvia 1 
No. 10 Latvia 2 Airmails 
No. 11 Azerbaijan 
No. 15 Poland Airmails 
No. 16 Western Army Eagles 

All prices of books published by J. Barefoot Ltd include surface postage; airmail is 
35% extra. 

THE POSTAGE STAMPS Of RUSSIA 1917-1923: VOLUME 1 ARMENIA PARTS 10-13 
"The Pictorial Issues and Surcharges" by Dr R.J. Ceresa. August: 1984. 
Edition limited to 300 numbered copies. (Page numbers 197-256, plus plates 123-218) 

Cost: UK £15, Europe £16 {both incl. post & packing). 
USA, far East, Australasia, S.A., US, 28 by sea, US, 30 by air {normal packing), 

US, 32 by air {~ith extra packing). 

This series should be in the library· of all serious collectors of Russia. The latest 
part covers stamps which, if overprinted, are probably to be found in all Russian 
collections. The illustrations are very· clear, and it should now be possible to dis
tinguish the genuine from the forgery without too much difficulty! 

THE POSTAGE STAMPS Of RUSSIA 1917-1923: VOLUME 3 THE ARMIES PARTS 3-5 
"Siberia, far East and related issues" by Dr R.J. Ceresa. August 198_3. 
Edition limited to 300 numbered copies. {44 pages, plus plates LXIX-1..XXVII, XIX-1..XVIII). 

Cost: UK £11.50, Europe £12 {both incl. post & packing). 
USA etc US ,24, incl. post by air and packing. 

This handbook has been needed for a long time. Detection of forgeries of Civil War 
issues of Siberia has, in the past, been a long, slow and difficult task. This hand
book makes forgery detection much easier. The history of each issue is first summaris
ed, with due acknowledgement to previously published sources, and the forgeries then 
described, identifying features enlarged and illustrated. 

When can we expect to see SOUTH RUSSIA 7 

PHILATELIA BALTICA 80-82 June 1984 

Journal of the Latvian Study Circle in the Association of German Philatelists. 
(German language Journal). Editor: Harry van Hofmann, Postfach 52 05 18, 0-2000 
0-2000 Hamburg S 2, West Germany. Annual subscription 20 DM or US ,12. 

As usual, a most interesting Journal. Contents include the report of one of the rarest 
printing errors of Latvia; stamp 51of the 2/4 santim of the Tuberculosis set of 1930, 
on which was printed the value cliche of the 1/2 santim - on cover! 

There follow articles on the "Post of Internees in Latvia 1939-194011 by A.Birznieks, 
Jan Cnotka, Wieslaw Rozycki and H. van Hofmann; "Postage Oue Markings of Latvia" by 
N. Jakimovs; and two extremely interesting articles by Harry van Hofmann on name 
changes of towns in Latvia, which open up new fields of cancellation collecting! 

An invaluable Journal. 
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EESTI fILATELIST NO. 301 1984 

Journal of the Society of Estonian Philatelists in Sweden .and Estonian Philatelic 
Society in New York. 288 pages. Cost 90 Swedish Kroner. Subscriptions to: 
UK~ Eesti ~argi-Ring Inglismaal, c/o Herbert Arst, 105 Little Horton Lane, Bradford, 
Yorkshire BOS oau. . 
USA - Estonian Philatelic Society in New York, c/b Rudolf Htimar, 31 Addison Terr, 
Old Tappan, N.J. 07675, USA. 

Eesti filatelist is a remarkable journal. Most journals are written in one language; 
this one is written in three languages - Estonian, German and Englisht 

Highly specialised and beautifully produced, it is of interest not only to Estonian 
specialists, but also to Russian specialists. for example, an article in this issue 
which covers topics not solely Estonian is "Ship's Mail and ~ail on the High Seas" 
by E. Ojaste, which includes Imperial Russian covers, mail from Finland, and a very 
interesting cover from the French Squadron blockading the Baltic during the Crimean 
War. Another is "Haapsalu: a survey of Postal History up to 1944". 

Specialist articles on Estonian matters include an interesting article on Estonian 
postal censorship during the period of the Soviet Union Military Bases 1939-1940 by 
E. Ojaste, and a German language article by Wolf D. Rottger on "The German Occupation 
of Raval in the first World War". 

Both Societies, and the Editor, are to be congratulated OQ a fine Journal. 

Town Plan of EKATERINBURG, from 'Map of Perm Guberniya•: A. Ilin, St.Petersburg 1912(?) 

OD 
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Town Plan of the City of PERM, from 'Map of Perm Guberniya•: A. llin, st.Petersburg 1912 
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PRESENTATION METHOD 

FOR CYRILLIC RUSSIAN 
-

IN THIS JOURNAL •••• 

* Four letters suppressed 
after the Revolution. 
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